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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

IMGL: On the Forefront of Gaming Law
BY JAMIE NETTLETON
Jamie Nettleton
President

promises to be a very active year for facing the industry across the globe. Please put
IMGL and its members, and I hope that these dates in your calendars - we look forward to
you are able to participate in one or more of the welcoming you in Las Vegas and Prague.
many IMGL events that will be taking place this
Thank you to all speakers and committee memyear.
bers for your time and efforts in presenting excelIMGL members have been, and will continue lent educational programmes for IMGL’s
to be, at the forefront of all leading developments conferences and Masterclasses.
in the gambling sector globally. This recognises the
As the incoming IMGL President, I am honexpertise of those persons who join
oured to have been elected to assume
IMGL and are involved in the IMGL
this position. It’s a particular honour
IMGL members
events that take place.
in view of the eminence of the PresThe IMGL year comprises a
have been, and
idents who have made IMGL the
number of events that will be held will continue to be, leading gambling lawyer association
throughout the world. This will inthat it is today. It is also a recogniat the forefront
clude numerous IMGL Mastertion
of the global reach of the
of all leading
classes - the first for 2018 have
IMGL - as the first non-North
developments
already been held in Miami and LonAmerican and European holder of
in
the gambling
don, while others will be taking place
this position, I appreciate that it is a
in locations across the United States,
sector globally.
recognition of the global nature of
Canada and Europe, as well as in Asia
IMGL. I very much hope to build on
and Australia. We invite you to visit the website the success of IMGL that has been achieved
at www.imgl.org for further details.
through the efforts of the distinguished IMGL
Many members were present at ICE (hosted by Presidents who have held this position previously
Clarion Events) and presented at the full day IMGL and given so much of their time, effort and expertMasterclass which took place on Wednesday 7 Feb- ise in developing this organisation.
ruary at ExCel. We thank Marc Ellinger, Tony
I would like to particularly thank Mike ZaColes and the panelists who made this a successful tezalo for his contribution as President to the
event.
IMGL as well as his counsel and friendship. He
The 2018 IMGL year was launched at the leaves a significant role to follow.
IMGL function on Tuesday 6 February at Skinners’
I would also like to welcome, and congratulate,
Hall in London (co-hosted with the support of Gor- the newly elected Leadership Committee of IMGL
don Dadds). Plans are well underway for the IMGL for 2018-2019 - Mike McBride, Marc Ellinger,
conferences taking place in 2018 in Las Vegas (7-9 Quirino Mancini, Justin Franssen, Marie Jones and
March) and Prague (5-7 September). Bob Stocker Marc Dunbar - thanks for your support to date and
has arranged with the American Bar Association I look forward to working with you in 2018.
and the University of Nevada Las Vegas a proFinally, thanks to all of the supporters of
gramme for the IMGL 2018 Spring Conference in IMGL, and particularly our sponsors. Also, thanks
Las Vegas covering matters that are extremely top- to Sue McNabb and Morten Ronde for their continical for all persons interested in the gambling sector. uing efforts on behalf of IMGL.
Steve Ketteley and Robert Skalina and their
I look forward to meeting you in Las Vegas.
committee are well advanced in their preparations
for the IMGL 2018 Autumn Conference in Prague.
Best wishes,
This will be focused on issues relevant to developJamie Nettleton
ing gambling markets and will provide a forum to
President
discuss pertinent legal and regulatory challenges

2018
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Dennis J. Whittlesey
Editor

The State of Indian Gaming 30 Years
After Legalization

W

BY DENNIS J. WHITTLESEY
elcome to that what we think is a
special issue of Indian Gaming
Lawyer. The Supreme Court decision in Cabazon was rendered on
February 25, 1987 and that decision led to enactment of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act on
October 17, 1988.
With what essentially is a 30-year history for
the Indian Gaming industry, it seems appropriate to report on where the industry stands at this
time. And so we are doing just that.
This issue reports on the State of Indian Gaming in selected states and it is clear that the development of what was a non-existent industry 30
years ago has become robust and successful. The
selection of the states covered and authors for each
article was made by this Editor alone, so if readers
don’t see their favorite jurisdictions represented let
us know because reporting on other states would
make for another good issue of Indian Gaming
Lawyer.
The states for which articles are published
and their writers are, in the order of appearance,
as follows.

THE STATE OF GAMING IN WASHINGTON
AND OREGON (IN TWO SEPARATE ARTICLES)

A regular contributor to this magazine is the noted
ethnohisorian Stephen Dow Beckham, who was a
tenured Professor of History at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, Oregon. He has been honored
for his work many times, including earlier this year
by the college where he taught for many years.
Dr. Beckham and this writer have worked
on Indian Law issues continuously for more than 40
years, and virtually all of that work has involved
matters associated with Indian Law and Indian
Gaming projects. He not only knows the history
of the development for each of these three articles,
he has reported in great detail the current of gam-
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ing for the respective states and the facts are simply
stunning that the tribal gaming industry has come
so far in those large rural areas in which the tribes
reside.

THE STATE OF GAMING IN ARIZONA

This article is written by our friend and colleague
Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier who is the partner for
the Native American Affairs and Gaming Law
Practice Group at Snell & Wilmer. She is a Past
President of the International Masters of Gaming Law and has written extensively throughout
her career. Most important for us is that she has
been a regular contributor to this magazine and
this article is another outstanding product coming to us from her computers.
Heidi has been intimately involved in the development of the Indian gaming industry in Arizona.
It is appropriate that she is reporting on The State
of Indian Gaming in Arizona, for she has been a
major force in bringing the Arizona industry to
where it is today.

THE STATE OF INDIAN GAMING IN OKLAHOMA

The author of the article is Mike McBride III and
it is safe to say that he needs no introduction to our
readers. Mike chairs the Indian Law and Gaming
Partner Group for the Oklahoma law firm of Crowe
& Dunlevy. He is resident in his firm’s Tulsa office.
And he has been an active and important member
of IMGL for years, as reflected by the fact that he
is IMGL’s current First Vice President.
Mike has written a comprehensive article on
The State of Gaming in Oklahoma and in the
process also assembled a number of photographs
that dramatically underscore his written words.
His article is easily the longest single article published in this magazine to date, but once you have
read this article, you will understand the need for
such a detailed report.

MEMBERS
IN THE NEWS
Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier,
Partner with Snell & Wilmer in
Phoenix, AZ, was named 2018
Phoenix Lawyer of the Year for
Gaming by Best Lawyers in
America. Heidi previously earned
similar honors in 2011 and 2016,
and also was named Phoenix
Lawyer of the Year for Native American Law in
2015 and 2017. Heidi is Past President of the
IMGL and currently is serving a three-year term
as the Chair of the American Bar Association
Business Law Section’s Business & Corporate
Litigation Committee.

THE STATE OF INDIAN GAMING IN FLORIDA

The lead author for this is Marc Dunbar, a gaming law partner in the Tallahassee office of the law firm of Jones Walker, which has offices across the
South. His co-author is Will Hall, who we first met when he was working
as an attorney for the Florida Department of Business and Professional
Regulation while we were representing the State of Florida in critical gaming
negotiations with the Seminole Tribe. The Florida report is important to this
issue for the reason that The Seminole Tribe is one of the preeminent gaming tribes in the country, with major casinos in a number of cities within
Florida. Marc and his colleagues are intimately familiar with the development of a new gaming compact between the Seminole Tribe and the State
which is in progress as this issue goes to press.

THE STATE OF INDIAN GAMING IN MINNESOTA

It was natural for us to turn to Kevin Quigley and his colleague Tom Foley
for this article, for they are among the most widely-recognized and honored
Indian Law attorneys in the country. Moreover, they both have Minnesota
roots and connections that are personal and professional. Theirs is an
important article for many reasons, not the least is the compelling writing
they bring to the table.
And, this writer owes Kevin Quigley a special thanks and recognition,
for he stepped in and produced the Autumn issue of Indian Gaming Lawyer
when professional obligations necessitated that we find someone to “pinch
hit” at a late hour. Kevin’s and Tom’s willingness to do so resulted in an
issue that was outstanding and memorable.

THE STATE OF INDIAN GAMING IN NEW ENGLAND

New England is home of two of the largest casinos in the country. They
are the Foxwoods Resort Casino in Mashantucket, CT (which is owned by
the Mashantucket Pequot Nation) and the Mohegan Sun in in Uncasville,
CT (which is owned by the Mohegan Tribe of Connecticut). For this
article, we sought the assistance of one of the leading Indian Law and Indian
Gaming Law attorneys in the country, Robert L. Gipps. Rob and his
colleague Michael-Corey F. Hinton are attorneys in the law firm of Drummond Woodsum and work together on Indian issues.

CONCLUSION

We know you will find this issue to be a real guide to Indian Gaming across
the country. Not only are the facts impressive, but the articles provide comprehensive information that almost certainly will be of both value and use to
our readers. Enjoy learning about the State of Indian Gaming in 2018. ❆

“Learning TUgether” Webinar
— Crowe & Dunlevy attorney
Mike McBride III ’89, chair
of the firm’s Indian Law & Gaming Practice Group, discussed
David Grann’s best-seller,
Killers of the Flower Moon: The
Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI. In the
1920s, oil discoveries made citizens of the Osage
Nation the richest people per capita in the world.
One by one, the Osage began to be killed off.
Grann utilizes years of research and startling new
evidence to revisit the shocking series of crimes
in which dozens of people were murdered,
and serves up a searing indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward American Indians that
allowed the murderers to operate with impunity
for so long.
Butler Snow is pleased to
announce that Sean M.
McGuinness has joined the
firm. McGuinness will be a part
of the firm’s gaming industry
team and business services
practice group. He regularly
practices before the Nevada
Gaming Control Board and the Nevada Gaming
Commission. He can be reached at
Sean.mcguinness@butlersnow.com.
Bob Stocker has established
his own firm Robert Stocker
PLLC. He continues to
specialize in gaming law on both
a national and an international
level, business transactions
including business formation,
merger and acquisitions and general business
matters and captive insurance company formation
and representation, as well as teaching all of these
subjects as an adjunct professor at the Thomas
Cooley Law School. He notes that in his new setting he has much greater flexibility in regard to client
representation and pricing of legal services, which
his clients have greeted with great enthusiasm.
His business phone is 517-881-7687 and email is
stockerpllc@robertstocker.com.
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In 2017 after sixteen years of negotiation and litigation,
the Cowlitz Tribe opened the Ilani Casino on Interstate 5
twenty-five miles north of the Vancouver-Portland
metropolitan area.

Indian Gaming in Washington
BY STEPHEN DOW BECKHAM

T

he State of Washington has 29 federally-recognized tribes. All have Class III gaming compacts.
Twenty-one of the tribes operate 32 casinos and
bingo halls. Indian gaming and its related enterprises have significant impacts on the state’s employment,
turn-over of capital, and destination tourism. Both job
creation and salaries have helped thousands of the state’s
Native Americans secure better lives, health, housing, and
education.
Geographical distribution of gaming is a function of
19th century federal Indian policy. The tribes of Puget Sound
and the northern coast of the state secured ratified treaties
in 1854-55. The agreements identified a number of small
reservations. The majority of these tribal lands are located
on Puget Sound and are convenient to the largest concentration of population in the state. For nearly three decades
southwestern Washington–where there were no ratified
treaties–had no major casino. In 2017 after sixteen years of
8 INDIAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2018

negotiation and litigation, the Cowlitz Tribe opened the Ilani
Casino on Interstate 5 twenty-five miles north of the Vancouver-Portland metropolitan area. The southern Columbia
Plateau–a vast inland area east of the Cascade Range–is the
location of the Yakama Nation’s Legends Casino. The
northeastern part of the state is the setting for seven casinos
operated by the Colville, Spokane, and Kalispel tribes.
In the twentieth century primary Native American employments were fishing, logging and lumbering, and agricultural labor. Competition from non-Indian commercial
fishing, sports fishing, declining fish runs, and repeated efforts by the State of Washington to regulate seasons, bag
limits, licensing, and other aspects of fishing significantly diminished the ability of tribal members to exercise their
treaty-protected rights. That situation was corrected in 1967
by the rulings of Judge George Boldt that affirmed the tribes
had an entitlement to up to 50% of the available fish. By the
1960s, however, fish resource depletion was so significant

“

roll. Tribes purchased $2.4 billion
that many Indians fished only for subin goods and services and, that
sistence.
year, invested $259 million on faThe Indian Gaming Regulatory
cilities construction. In 2015 the
Act (1988) significantly changed ecoCowlitz Tribe with financial backnomic opportunity for Washington
ing of the Mohegan Tribe of Contribes. Having land in trust both for
necticut embarked on phase one of
tribes and individual allotments, the
the Ilani Casino–an investment of
tribes were ready to find financial part$510 million. This sprawling faners and embark on gaming. Among
cility opened in April, 2017. It has
the pioneers were the Tulalip, Muck2,500 slot machines, 75 table
leshoot, and Puyallup. Some started
games, a 2,500-seat performance
modestly with bingo parlors and
venue, 15 restaurants, and several
Speed Bingo (Keno). Securing inbars and stores. It is projected to
vestors initially was a huge challenge.
attract 4.5 million visitors annually
The Muckleshoot went to England to
and earn $200 million for the
enlist capital from British American
Cowlitz Tribe.
Bingo, a subsidiary of the Bass Group,
Several Washington casinos
to establish their gaming hall in
—Statement of Purpose,
offer multiple attractions: gaming,
Auburn, Washington. Enterprising
Washington State Indian
entertainment, food services, and
families like the Turnipseeds who had
Gaming Association
lodging. For those wanting to stay
a trust allotment at Fife about two
miles from downtown Tacoma opened
overnight the casino hotels, motels,
and RV parks provide many attractheir own gaming business–B.J.’s
tions ranging from rooms and RV
Bingo.
In 2018 Washington tribes are a major players hook-ups to swimming pools, spas, and picnic areas.
in the state’s economy. In 2014–a year for which The Tulalip Hotel has 370 guest rooms; the
statistics are available–the tribes employed 27,000 Puyallup Emerald Queen Hotel has 102 rooms.
Washington residents and paid $1.3 billion in payContinued on next page

To promote,
protect and
preserve the
general welfare
and interests
of Indian tribes
through the
development of
sound policies
and practices
with respect to
the conduct
of gaming
activities in
Indian country.

Stephen Dow
Beckham

”

The Chehalis Tribe operates
the Lucky Eagle casino (left)
on its reservation fifteen miles
west of Interstate 5. It has
constructed Gray Wolf Lodge
(above), a hotel-resort and
indoor water park at Grand
Mound on the freeway.
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Muckleshoot Casino

Muckleshoot Casino in Auburn, WA,
culminated its landmark 21st anniversary
celebration on April 30, 2016 with a
record-breaking event - the world’s
largest slot tournament, officially
certified by Guinness World Records.

Continued from previous page

The Chehalis Tribe operates the Lucky Eagle casino on its
reservation fifteen miles west of Interstate 5. It has constructed
Gray Wolf Lodge, a hotel-resort and indoor water park at
Grand Mound on the freeway. The hotel has 56,000 square feet
for indoor water recreation. In 2017 the Yakama Nation opened
a 200-room hotel near Toppenish, part of a $90 million capital
investment connected to its Legends Casino that opened in
1998. Legends casino-hotel employs over 700 people.
The Washington State Gambling Commission is charged
with keeping gaming legal and honest. Founded in 1973, it
today has 160 employees. Licensing, Indian gaming, state
lotteries and games, regulation, enforcement, and education are
among its missions. The Washington State Indian Gaming

Association (WIGA) is a non-profit organization of tribal government leaders of federally recognized tribes. WIGA’s Board
of Directors is composed entirely of appointed representatives
of the governing bodies of the member tribes. Among its programs is the annual WIGA Scholarship. In 2017-18 thirtyeight Native American students received financial assistance for
community college, undergraduate, or graduate education.
Indian gaming is a vital and growing sector of the recreation and tourism economy of the Washington State. Its reach
extends from the shores of the Pacific east to the mountains
along the Idaho border. Tribal investments have created jobs
and had significant impacts on employment among Native
Americans and non-Indians as well. ❆
Stephen Dow Beckham earned his M.A. and Ph.D. at UCLA in history.
He taught college students for forty-three years, and for many years was the
Pamplin Professor of History at Lewis & Clark College, Portland, Oregon.
He is the author of numerous books and articles, is a former “Oregon Professor
of the Year,” and winner of the American Historical Association’s
Distinguished Teaching Award. He has been retained as an expert witness in
thirty-seven cases. Most of his legal work relates to Indian gaming, treaty
rights, and land claims. His consulting has involved the Delaware Nation,
Eastern Pequot, Duwamish, Cowlitz, Chinook, Cow Creek Band of Umpqua,
Quapah, Ottawa Nation, Karuk, Mechoopda, Chemehuevi, three bands of
Pomo of California, Chinook, and other tribes and bands.

Washington Indian Gaming
7 Cedars Casino, Squim, WA

Muckleshoot Indian Bingo, Auburn, WA

Angel of the Winds Casino, Arlington, WA

Nisqually Red Wind Casino, Olympia, WA

Silver Reef Hotel, Casino, Spa,
Ferndale, WA

Chewelah Casino, Chewelah, WA

Nooksack Northwood Casino, Lynden, WA

Skagit Valley Casino Resort, Bow, WA

Coulee Dam Casino, Coulee Dam, WA

Nooksack River Casino, Deming, WA

Snoqualmie Casino, Ferndale, WA

Emerald Queen Casino I-5, Tacoma, WA
Emerald Queen Hotel & Casino, Fife, WA

Northern Quest Resort & Casino,
Airway Heights, WA

Suquamish Clearwater Casino Resort,
Suquamish, WA

Ilani Casino, LaCenter, WA

Okanogan Bingo Casino, Okanogan, WA

Swinomish Casino & Lodge, Anacortes, WA

Little Creek Casino Resort, Shelton, WA

Quil Ceda Creek Nightclub & Casino,
Tulalip, WA

The Point Casino, Kingston, WA
Tulalip Resort Casino, Tulalip, WA

Mill Bay Casino, Manson, WA

Quinault Beach Resort & Casino,
Ocean Shores, WA

Muckleshoot Casino, Auburn, WA

Shoalwater Bay Casino, Tokeland, WA

Yakama Legends Casino, Toppenish, WA

Lucky Dog Casino, Shelton, WA
Lucky Eagle Casino, Rochester, WA
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Tulalip Bingo, Tulalip, WA
Two Rivers Casino & Resort, Davenport, WA

Cow Creeks’ Seven Feathers Casino
opened in April, 1992, the first
Indian gaming business in Oregon,
and rose from the gravel and
remnants of an old hotel property
to become a destination
casino, hotel, and spa.

Indian Gaming in Oregon
BY STEPHEN DOW BECKHAM

I

n 1990 legal counsel for the Cow Creek Band of
Umpqua negotiated the first gaming compact in Oregon
under IGRA. The tribe began modestly with a bingo
hall in a metal warehouse. Today its Seven Feathers
Casino, Hotel, Spa, and RV Park are a Mecca for travelers on
Interstate 5, the north-south travel corridor between Canada
and Mexico. Eight other Oregon tribes have secured compacts
and established gaming businesses in the state. The fortunes
of the casinos have been a matter of the “luck of the draw.”
Some trust lands are so isolated that the operations have been
modest. Other tribes have benefitted by locations convenient
to urban populations or major travel corridors.
In 1956 Congress “terminated” all western Oregon tribes
and bands and the Klamath Tribe in south-central Oregon. As
part of the Termination process, the Department of Interior
sold all reservation lands and fee-patented allotments. When
the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (1988) was passed, the
state’s “terminated tribes” had but one option to try to do gaming. They had to qualify under Section 2719(b)(1)(A) that permitted gaming to occur on lands meeting three conditions.
The Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Community, Confederated Tribes of Siletz, Confederated Tribes of Coos,
Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw, Coquille Tribe, Cow Creek Band

of Umpqua Tribe, and Klamath Tribe all had to document how
they qualified under this special section of IGRA. Sometimes
the documentation took years, litigation in federal court, or
legislation by Congress. Eventually all of the “Terminated”
tribes obtained lands qualifying for gaming.
Three tribes–Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Burns Paiute–
were able to secure gaming compacts for lands held in trust
prior to 1988. Initially the Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs opened a casino at its resort-hotel at Kah-nee-tah Hot
Springs. The site, however, was eighteen miles off the main
highway in central Oregon and catered primarily to recreationseekers at the hot springs and golf course. Thus in 2012 the
tribe built the Indian Head Casino on Highway 26 at Warm
Springs, Oregon. The casino offers slots, table games, an
entertainment venue, and two cafes.
The Burns Paiute tribe in 1998 opened the Old Camp
Casino and RV Park. Because of its location, the business was
small: 75 slots, 2 poker tables, and a deli. Managers eliminated
the table games and added another 100 slot machines. The
casino for a time had more than 70 employees. It closed in 2012
because of structural concerns about the inflatable building.
The Confederated Tribes of Umatilla in 2009 constructed
Continued on next page
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Indian Head Casino, Warm Springs, Oregon.

Continued from previous page

a handsome casino-hotel complex on their reservation at
Mission, Oregon, near Pendleton. The site draws travelers on
I-84, the east-west freeway across the Columbia Plateau, as
well as the residents of Pasco-Kennewick-Richland, the
tri-cities in southeastern Washington. The Wild Horse hotel
rises ten stories and has 242 guest rooms. It affords panoramic
views of the nearby Blue Mountains. The casino has a full
complement of slots and table games. Wild Horse also caters
to conferences with several meetings rooms and visitor
services.
Spirit Mountain Casino, the largest in Oregon, is operated by the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. It is located
at Grand Ronde, Oregon, on the far west side of the
Willamette Valley next to Highway 18, a major travel route
to the Oregon Coast. Spirit Mountain is a destination resort

Operated by the Confederated Tribes
of Grand Ronde, Spirit Mountain Casino
located in Grand Ronde, OR, is the
largest casino in Oregon.
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with gaming, 254-room hotel, and convention and conference
services. It has 2,000 slot machines and blackjack, craps,
poker, pai gow poker, roulette, and keno. The entertainment
venues annually draw thousands. Among those performing
at Spirit Mountain are Tanya Tucker, Randy Travis, Tony
Bennett, Don Rickles, Toni Braxton, Boyz II Men, Neil
Sedaka, Dana Carvey, Merle Haggard, Smokey Robinson, Bill
Engvall, Wanda Sykes, Sugar Ray, and Chris Isaak. The Spirit
Mountain Community Fund since 1997 has distributed more
than $50 million for projects in eleven counties in northwest
Oregon.
Not all is well for casino tribes. The Economist in the
article “Of Slots and Sloth” reported on January 15, 2015, “a
new study in the American Indian Law Journal suggests that
growing tribal gaming revenues can make poverty worse.
The study looks at two dozen tribes in the Pacific northwest between 2000 and 2010. During that time, casinos
owned by those tribes doubled their total annual take in real
terms, to $2.7 billion. Yet the tribes’ mean poverty rate rose
from 25% to 29%.” The study found that health problems,
drug and alcohol abuse, and the prevalence of minimum-wage
jobs associated with tribal businesses were contributing
factors to persistent poverty.

The Wild Horse hotel
rises ten stories and
has 242 guest rooms.
It affords panoramic
views of the nearby
Blue Mountains.
The casino has a full
complement of slots
and table games.
Stephen Dow
Beckham

“

When Oregon Indian tribes place land into trust,
it allows them to conduct business there that they
couldn’t otherwise, including enterprises that
are off-limits to non-Indians—building a casino,
for example.

”

—Winston Ross, “New Federal Law,”
Statesman Journal (Salem, Oregon), January 18, 2011

Indian gaming in Oregon has generated thousands of jobs. Even more importantly it has extended important social and medical services into
rural areas. Tribes have established comprehensive
health clinics and pharmacies serving both tribal
members and employees. They provide ambulance
services, fire protection, and policing. They have
helped broaden Oregon tourism. Spirit Mountain
Casino surpassed Multnomah Falls as the “most
visited place in Oregon.” The income generated by
Indian gaming in the state has fostered a new future
for many tribal members and important employment for others. ❆

Oregon Indian Gaming
Chinook Winds Casino & Convention Center, Lincoln City, OR
Indian Head Casino, Warm Springs, OR
Kla-mo-Ya Casino, Chiloquin, OR
The Mill Casino Hotel, North Bend, OR
Seven Feathers Casino Resort, Canyonville, OR
Spirit Mountain Casino, Grand Ronde, OR
Three Rivers Casino Resort, Florence, OR
Wildhorse Resort & Casino, Mission, OR

Stephen Dow Beckham earned his M.A. and Ph.D. at UCLA in history. He taught college students for forty-three years, and for
many years was the Pamplin Professor of History at Lewis & Clark College, Portland, Oregon. He is the author of numerous
books and articles, is a former “Oregon Professor of the Year,” and winner of the American Historical Association’s Distinguished
Teaching Award. He has been retained as an expert witness in thirty-seven cases. Most of his legal work relates to Indian gaming,
treaty rights, and land claims. His consulting has involved the Delaware Nation, Eastern Pequot, Duwamish, Cowlitz, Chinook,
Cow Creek Band of Umpqua, Quapah, Ottawa Nation, Karuk, Mechoopda, Chemehuevi, three bands of Pomo of California,
Chinook, and other tribes and bands.
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An enterprise of the Pascua Yaqui Tribe,
Casino Del Sol is Arizona’s only Forbes Travel
Guide Four-Star and AAA Four Diamond
Resort. Located in Tucson, the resort is an
entertainment oasis in the Sonoran Desert
offering 215 luxurous guest rooms and more
than 22,000 square feet of gaming, including
1,075 slot machines and 24 table games.

The State of Indian Gaming
in Arizona
BY HEIDI McNEIL STAUDENMAIER

T

ribal gaming has been a thriving industry in Arizona
for nearly 25 years, with hopes that the success will
continue in the future.

TRIBES’ PATH TO GAMING IN ARIZONA

Following the enactment of the Federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”) by Congress in 1988, the road to tribal
gaming in Arizona was not without challenges. Extensive litigation involving the tribes, the state of Arizona and others
ensued for nearly a decade. Gaming compacts were finally
agreed upon and approved by the United States Secretary of
the Interior, and were in effect from 1993 to 2003.
Prior to the expiration of these initial compacts, the Arizona voters approved Proposition 202 in November of 2002.
This statewide ballot measure authorized the continuation of
tribal gaming beyond the then-current compact terms. There14 INDIAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2018

after, new compacts were executed with 10-year terms and provisions for extensions.
Many of the existing compacts are set to expire sometime
in the next 5-8 years. Certain tribes have been negotiating with
the state for new compacts and/or compact amendments since
late 2016.
Per the Arizona Department of Gaming (“ADG”), 16
tribes currently operate 24 Class III casinos around the state
of Arizona. Another five Tribes do not have casinos, but have
gaming machine transfer rights they may lease to other tribes
under the compacts. As of January 1, 2018, the Hopi Tribe
was the only one without a gaming compact – although that
could change sometime in 2018.
The current compacts restrict the types and amount of
gaming permitted at the Arizona tribal casinos. Class III slot
machines, blackjack, jackpot poker, Keno, lottery, and pari-

mutel wagering on horse and dog racing, and offtrack wagering are legal. All other forms of Class
III gaming are not permitted. Internet gaming in
any form is prohibited. The tribes may operate up
to 40 Class II gaming devices at their casinos; however, any number above 40 counts against the
tribe’s overall Class III machine allocation.
[Source: Arizona tribal-state compacts]
The compacts limit the number of slot machines per tribe and per gaming facility – based
upon the tribe’s membership numbers and the location of the tribe. These gaming machine allocations range from 475 to 2,400 devices. The total
number of machines permitted at a single tribal
casino varies among the tribes. [Source: Arizona
tribal-state compacts]
The tribes are permitted to operate additional
gaming devices (beyond their current allocation
number) acquired through transfer agreements
with other tribes. The maximum amount permitted in the state, including through the transfer
agreements, is 18,158 slot machines. [Source:
ADG website and compacts]
As of January 1, 2018, there were more than
15,000 Class III slot machines currently in operation. The maximum number of slot machines
allowed in any casino is 1,301, and there is a wager
limit of $29 per play for most tribes. [Source:
ADG website]

RESTRICTIONS ON TRIBAL GAMING

The current compacts and appendices require:

■ A minimum theoretical percentage payout
of 80 percent for slot machines.

■ A minimum theoretical percentage payout
of 83 percent for video poker games, and
75 percent for keno.

■ A maximum of 43 casinos in the state –
which includes a combined maximum of
29 casinos for gaming tribes that had
casinos at the time the 2003 compact took
effect. This also includes a combined
maximum of 14 casinos for non-gaming
tribes that did not have casinos in 2003
(such as the Navajo Nation).
■ If a tribe leases its slot machine rights to
another tribe, the number of casinos that
the first tribe can operate is reduced.

[Source: compacts]

As of January 1, 2018, ADG reports the following Class III slot machines in operation at the
tribal casinos:
• Ak-Chin – 1,089
• Cocopah – 502

• Colorado River – 532

Heidi McNeil
Staudenmaier

• Ft. McDowell Yavapai – 860

• Fort Mojave – 250
• Gila River – 828 (Lone Butte), 921
(Vee Quiva), 937 (Wild Horse Pass)

• Navajo – 1,084

• Pascua Yaqui – 997 (Casino Del Sol),
250 (Casino of the Sun)
• Quechan – 480
• Salt River Pima – 898 (Casino Arizona),
765 (Talking Stick)
• San Carlos – 483 (Apache Gold),
307 (Apache Sky)
• Tohono O’odham – 1,016 (Desert Diamond
Tucson), 563 (Sahuarita), 58 (Why)
• Tonto Apache – 406
• White Mountain Apache – 829
• Yavapai-Apache – 650
• Yavapai-Prescott – 321 (Bucky’s Casino),
245 (Yavapai Gaming Center)

Compacted non-gaming tribes with authorized
number machine transfers:
• Havasupai – 566
• Hualapai – 566

• Kaibab-Paiute – 566

• San Juan Southern Paiute – 566
• Zuni – 566

Number of Class II gaming devices in operation:
• Ft. McDowell – 25

• Navajo Nation – 13
• Pascua Yaqui – 8 (Casino del Sol), 25
(Casino of the Sun), 11 (Del Sol Marketplace)
• Tohono O’odham – 1089
(Desert Diamond West Valley/Phoenix)

Total - 15,270 Class III gaming devices and 1,171
Class II machines in operation.

[Source: ADG website]

Continued on next page
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There are limits to the number of table games and Keno
permitted at each tribal casino. The compacts permit a maximum of 3,318 blackjack and poker tables in the state. For any
one casino, a combined maximum of 119 blackjack and poker
tables are allowed for urban tribes with a maximum of 90
allowed for rural tribes. [Source: ADG website]
As of January 1, 2018, there are 227 poker tables and 276
blackjack tables in operation. There also are bet limits for poker
and blackjack. [Source: ADG website]

ARIZONA REVENUE NUMBERS INCREASE

Based upon the tribes’ continued exclusive rights to conduct
gaming in Arizona, the current compacts provide for certain
revenue sharing to the state. Tribes with Class III gaming
operations contribute between 1 and 8 percent of their total
gaming revenue on an annual basis to the state, and to cities,
towns and counties. The contribution is calculated on a sliding
scale formula from the amount of gaming revenue generated
by a casino. [Source: compacts]
The compact authorizes ADG to audit the tribes’ gaming
revenues and contributions. According to ADG’s most recent
Annual Report (available on the ADG website), the Arizona
tribal casinos continue to be on the upswing after experiencing
a downturn in prior years. Specifically, tribal gaming contributions to the state for the quarter ending on June 30, 2017, saw
an increase of $26 Million – which reflected a 4.8% increase
compared with the same quarter in the 2016 fiscal year. [Source:
ADG website]
The tribes make contributions to the state on a quarterly
basis. Those contributions are based on each tribe’s Class III
Gaming Net Win which is defined in the applicable Arizona
statutes as “gross gaming revenue, which is the difference
between gaming wins and losses, before deducting costs and
expenses.” The tribal contributions are allocated as follows:
■ 88% is paid to the Arizona Benefits Fund –
which is broken down further:

■ $8 Million or 9%, whichever is greater, is used by
ADG for reimbursement of regulatory and
administrative costs.

■ 2% is used by ADG to fund problem gambling
programs/education.

After allocation to the first two bullet points above:

■ 56% to Instructional Improvement Fund

■ 28% to Trauma and Emergency Services Fund

■ 8% to Arizona Wildlife Conservation Fund

■ 8% to Tourism Fund Account

■ 12% is paid to Arizona cities, towns and counties.

[Source: ADG website]
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For the period of July 1, 2016, to June 30, 2017, the aggregate gross gaming revenue was nearly $1.9 Billion. Total tribal
contributions to the Arizona Benefits Fund were nearly $90
Million:
■ Problem Gambling – approx. $1.8 Million

■ ADG (for regulatory compliance) – approx. $8 Million

■ Education – approx. $44.8 Million

■ Trauma/Emergency – approx. $22.4 Million

■ Wildlife & Tourism – approx. $6.3 Million
[Source: ADG website]

The tribes contributed over $12 Million to the Arizona
cities, towns and counties. [Source: ADG website]
Based on the Casino City Indian Gaming Industry Report
prepared annually by Dr. Alan Meister, Arizona tribal gaming
ranks in the top 5 for the country in terms of gaming revenue.
States ahead of Arizona are California, Oklahoma, Florida and
Washington. Rounding out the top 10 gaming revenue states
are Connecticut, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin and New
York.
Arizona accounts for approximately 6% of the total gaming
revenue generated by tribal casinos in the United States
(compared to No. 1 California, which accounts for over 25% and
No. 2 Oklahoma at 13%). The top 5 states collectively account
for over 60% of the tribal gaming revenue generated, while the
top 10 states account for 85% of total gaming revenue. As such,
tribal gaming continues to be highly concentrated within a small
number of states, which includes Arizona.
[Source: Casino City Indian Gaming Industry Report]
From all indications, it appears that tribal gaming has had a
significant, positive financial impact to the Arizona economy. ❆
Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier is the Partner Coordinator of Native American Law
& Gaming Law Services for Snell & Wilmer, L.L.P., where she is based in the firm’s
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Law, and a member of the International Association of Gaming Advisors. She
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the State Bar of Arizona Indian Law Section and Past President of the Maricopa
County Bar Association. She is Chair of the Business & Corporate Litigation
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Programs for the Gaming Law Committee, and a former Section Fellow. She is a
past Officer of the ABA Young Lawyer’s Division and past member of the ABA
House of Delegates. Heidi is a 1985 graduate of the University of Iowa College of
Law and serves on the Iowa College of Law Foundation Board of Directors. She is
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United States Attorney General Janet Reno honored at the Sovereignty Symposium in 1994. The U.S. Department of Justice
maintained an aggressive enforcement policy of enforcing the Johnson Act against tribes and their leaders within Oklahoma
that engaged in gray area class II electronic gaming. Federal courts later ruled in favor of tribes in the early 2000s and the
NIGC changed definitions to clarify the in class II distinctions. (Courtesy, Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.)

IGRA’s Impact on
Oklahoma Indian Country
The Infancy and First 15 Years of Battling
for Class III Compacting

I

BY MIKE McBRIDE III

ndian gaming did not start when Congress enacted the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (“IGRA”) three decades ago
this year.3 Successful commercial Indian gaming within Oklahoma Indian country predated IGRA and the Supreme Court’s
landmark decision in California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians,
480 U.S. 202 (1987), by another decade or more. Even with IGRA in
place, however, Oklahoma remained a hostile environment for tribal
gaming and tribal sovereignty. Tribes fought pitched legal battles
with tenacity and significant (but internally scarce) resources to
reclaim some sovereignty gradually assumed by the State of Oklahoma since statehood.
Early tribal gaming economic development required legal skirmishes with the state and the federal government over Indian country
territorial boundaries and the extent of tribal powers. While courts
have long held that state laws do not apply in Indian country,4 Oklahoma has often ignored that much Indian country territory persists
within the state. Even recent cases within the Tenth Circuit conflict
with one another about whether Indian reservations still exist within
Oklahoma: Compare Murphy v. Royal, 866 F.3d 1164, 1164 (10th Cir.

2017) (Muscogee (Creek) Nation reservation boundaries never disestablished by Congress and therefore Oklahoma lacks criminal jurisdiction over Creek Indian country)5 with Osage Nation v. Irby, 597 F.3d
1117, 1117 (10th Cir. 2010) (Osage Nation reservation dissolved by
1906 Allotment Act, as contemporaneous understandings of the parties in 1906 and “Oklahoma’s longstanding reliance counsels against
now establishing Osage County as a reservation”).
The decades-long battles involved reestablishing, taking back
(and in some cases creating) tribal courts6; asserting the right to issue
tribal vehicle license plates and opposing the State’s imposition of income and motor vehicle taxes on tribal citizens7; opposing the State’s
taxation of motels and fuel; battling the State over its demands that
tribes assess, report and remit state taxes on tobacco8; and challenging
the State’s decision to condition licenses for alcohol sales on a tribe’s
collection, reporting and remit of taxes on non-Indians.9
Early tribal “lawyer warriors” who advanced these battles were
often under-funded and without strong legal precedents to bolster
their positions. They fought with few resources and against strong
Continued on next page
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Bob Rabon,
Esq. litigated
numerous
landmark
jurisdictional
cases for the
Choctaw and
Chickasaw
Nations for
nearly 30 years
including up to the U.S. Supreme Court.
He was lead negotiator on numerous
early tribal state compacts for tobacco,
motor fuels and gaming. He litigated and
settled the Arkansas riverbed case and
the timer land case for the Chickasaw
and Choctaw Nations. Rabon is a past
President of the Oklahoma Bar
Association.

F. Browning Pipestem (Otoe-Missouria, left) and Judge Joe
Taylor (Choctaw, right) retired from the Oklahoma Court of
Civil Appeals at Sovereignty Symposium on or about 1994.
Pipestem litigated the State v. Little Chief case that helped
reestablish jurisdiction for modern trial courts. Taylor
serves as a Justice on the Seminole Nation Supreme
Court today. (Courtesy, Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.)

Continued from previous page

adversaries. Tribes won some battles but lost many others. During
the first 15 years following IGRA, tribes faced a number of unique
challenges that hindered compacted gaming within Oklahoma. These
hurdles severely stunted early Indian gaming growth within Oklahoma while tribes in other parts of the United States flourished with
lucrative class III tribal state gaming compacts in place.
However, these early legal battles set the stage for the meaningful
tribal state gaming compacts that would finally come in 2004. This
article chronicles the early development of Indian gaming within
Oklahoma and highlights a few of the Indian gaming legal pioneers
and important early gaming controversies.

OKLAHOMA’S ASSUMPTIONS & RESISTANCE
TO TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY

Oklahoma is the home to 38 federally recognized tribal nations ranging in size from the Modoc Tribe with 299 citizens to the Cherokee
Nation, the largest, with nearly 350,000 citizens in 2017.10 Up until
the late 1970s and early 80s, state officials largely believed that tribal
governments had become worn down, anemic and skeletal “social
clubs” who did little more than provide minimal stewardship of remaining tribal and federal trust assets, provide nominal services to
citizens and organize cultural powwows and stomp dances.
After the Supreme Court decided Cabazon, Congress quickly
passed IGRA. Concurrently, Oklahoma lost a number of jurisdictional legal battles against tribal nations within the state. Tribes felt
emboldened by jurisdictional wins but stymied by Oklahoma’s unwillingness to negotiate expanded Indian gaming. State officials likely
felt overwhelmed by IGRA’s “good faith” requirement to negotiate
gaming compacts with so many resident tribes. Perhaps more importantly, state officials probably feared a huge influx of casinos into
a religiously conservative state that disfavored gambling. State representatives also believed that tribal citizens for the most part had
gradually assimilated into broader Oklahoma society (making them
“Oklahomans”), had largely became compliant with Oklahoma’s laws
and prevailing social mores and had given up on strengthening tribal
governments.
With these prevailing beliefs, Oklahoma initially resisted nego18 INDIAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2018

Chad Smith, Esq. (Cherokee) and F. Browning
Pipestem, Esq. (Otoe Missouria) at the
Sovereignty Symposium in the early 1990s.
Pipestem and Smith (who later served as
Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation)
were legal pioneers for modern tribal
sovereignty in Oklahoma.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.).

tiating class III gaming compacts with tribes in the late 1980s and
90s beyond off-track, pari-mutual horse racing that buoyed an aging
and declining industry. Oklahoma tribes looked with envy at the lucrative class III gaming flourishing in states such as Minnesota and
Connecticut that geographically contained fewer tribes, but the State
insisted on loading legal contingency terms into the nascent gaming
compacts negotiated in the early 1990s that undermined the compacts’
survival from inception. Meanwhile, the United States Supreme
Court bolstered the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity and
neutered IGRA by declaring the “good faith” negotiation enforcement
provisions unconstitutional in Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, 517
U.S. 44, 44 (1996).
Some claim state officials cowered to federal law enforcement
threats due to federal crackdowns on any new electronic gaming.11
Throughout the 1990s, United States Attorneys in Oklahoma’s three
districts amplified these beliefs by undertaking hardline stances regarding the advancement of technology and the use of video displays
as aids to the play of class II bingo and pull-tabs. These stances bolstered Oklahoma’s recalcitrance to entering into meaningful class III
gaming compacts with tribes. Oklahoma tribes had to innovate and
fight before achieving meaningful compacts a decade and a half later.

OKLAHOMA INDIAN TERRITORY

How did Oklahoma come to believe that tribal governments had withered away? Much of Oklahoma was once Indian Territory, essentially
a federal dumping ground for many tribes forcibly removed from
other parts of the United States.12 Only a few tribes, such as the Wichita, Tonkawa, Osage, Quapaw, and Caddo Nations (often wide-ranging hunter/gatherers), had aboriginal connections within Indian
Territory prior to removal.13 The federal government initially
through treaties, and then by force in the 1830s and beyond, forced a
number of tribes to migrate and relocate their homelands to Indian
Territory. After the treaty era ended in 1872, the United States undertook the allotment process in the late 1890s. The allotment policy
and laws of this era broke up the tribal reservation land mass into individual parcels, created “surplus lands” for white settlement and
made Indian lands alienable. This laid the groundwork for Oklahoma
to become a state in 1907.

OKLAHOMA STATEHOOD & EVOLVING
FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY

The allotment policy formally ended in 1928 with the
publication of the Meriam Report, but by then tribes
across the U.S. had lost over 110 million acres of land.14
Tribal citizens did not by-in-large become United States
citizens with the right to vote until 1924.15 The assertion of Indian sovereignty and tribal powers remained
largely dormant in Oklahoma from statehood until the
1960s. Tribes hunkered down and tried to survive with
caretaker governments. Some, like the Five Tribes16,
had to endure federally-appointed leaders, varying federal policies of reorganization in the 1930s and then termination in the 1950s. Few tribes had anything of value
to fight over within the young State. In fact, during the
height of the termination era in the 1950s when Congress passed Public Law 280 that permitted retrocession
of civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indian country,
Oklahoma believed (erroneously) that no Indian country
remained within Oklahoma and that it did not need to
undertake any of the steps necessary to assume jurisdiction.17 The Civil Rights movement of the late 1960s
helped revitalize tribal sovereignty in Oklahoma and
also shut the door on state assumption of criminal and
civil jurisdiction over tribal lands without the consent
of tribal governments.18
Things began to change in the 1970s. Under President Nixon’s leadership, Congress undertook a policy
of self-determination that encouraged tribal governmental self-sufficiency and self-determination. That policy continues to this day. One significant case during
this period, Harjo v. Kleppe, 420 F.Supp. 1110 (D.D.C.
1976), aff ’d sub nom., Harjo v. Andres, 581 F.2d 949 (D.C.
Cir. 1978), affirmed that the Muscogee (Creek) Nation
could exercise self-government and ratify a new constitution, confirming the establishment of a national council form of government and its own courts. In that case,
Principal Chief candidate Alan Harjo faced opposing

candidate Claude Cox. Cox believed that as Principal
Chief he would be the sole embodiment of the Creek
tribal government under the Principal Chief ’s Act19, and
other federal laws and policy. The DOI backed Cox’s
view. Harjo brought suit against Cox and the federal
government to contest Cox’s authority to disburse tribal
funds and enter into contracts on behalf of the Creek
Nation without the prior approval of the Creek National
Council.20 Harjo obtained a declaratory judgment and
injunction enjoining the BIA from exclusively dealing
with the Principal Chief as the sole embodiment of the
Creek tribal government. Ultimately Cox won the Principal Chief ’s election race, but the federal government
and Cox lost the case. The modern, tripartite constitutional form of the Creek Nation government prevailed
in court demonstrating that the federal government
could not ignore or displace tribal laws regarding the
functioning of tribal governments. This helped ignite
greater tribal nationhood within Oklahoma among the
Five Tribes and beyond.

Mike McBride III

HIGH STAKES BINGO & STATE PUSH BACK

The early days of high stakes tribal bingo within Oklahoma Indian country were chaotic, risky and unchartered territory. Oklahoma had very restrictive criminal
gambling laws instituted in large part to reflect citizens’
strong religious views. Yet, when non-profit groups,
veterans and religious groups engaged in bingo and similar games, Oklahoma authorities looked the other way.21
If charitable organizations engaged in bingo to raise
money for their organizations, why couldn’t tribes?
In addition to revising their constitutions and
reestablishing tribal courts, tribes began to assert
greater sovereignty through high stakes bingo. Tribes
did not have much economic development, and early
clashes between state and tribal sovereignty centered
mostly on taxes and tobacco sales. Desperate and poor
Continued on next page

G. William Rice, then
Attorney General of
the Sac & Fox
Nation, successfully
argued the “car
tags” case against
Oklahoma in the
Supreme Court in
1993. It was a major
tribal jurisdictional win. The Sac & Fox
Nation celebrates the day the Supreme
Court issued the decision as an official
holiday annually on May 17th as “Victory
Day.” Rice practiced with legal pioneer
F. Browning Pipestem, with whom he
wrote a number of early tribal codes
together. He later taught at the
University of Tulsa College of Law for
many years before passing away in
2016. (Photo by John Lew, Courtesy of the

Court of Indian Appeals for the Anadarko area tribes, serving
various courts of Indian Offenses within Oklahoma following
the federal court and later Oklahoma Court of Criminal
Appeals decision in State v. Little Chief recognizing Indian
country jurisdiction marking the establishment of modern
tribal courts in the 1980s. (L-r: Magistrate Judges Craig J.
Franseen, Rebecca A. Cryer, Charles G. Tate, and Chief
Magistrate Judge Arvo Q. Mikkanen in about 1992).

University of Tulsa College of Law).

(Courtesy, Oklahoma Indian Bar Association).

Judge Philip Lujan (Kiowa/Taos Pueblo) on
right at the Sovereignty Symposium in the
early 1990s. Judge Lujan has served as a
tribal district judge and supreme court
judge for many tribal governments
throughout Oklahoma for about four
decades. He is still Chief District Judge of
the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma.
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Professor Rennard Strickland (Cherokee), Julie Rorie, Esq. and
Justice Yvonne Kauger of the Oklahoma Supreme Court in the mid1990s. Strickland was editor-in-chief of Felix Cohen’s Handbook of
Federal Indian Law and a distinguished law dean and scholar.
Strickland served as an expert witness in a major gaming/
jurisdiction federal case for the Creek Nation in mid-1980s. Kauger
is the godmother of the annual Sovereignty Symposium, now in its
30th year, and an instrumental force behind Red Earth in Oklahoma
City. She served as Chief Justice in 1996. Rorie has assisted with
the Sovereignty Symposium from the beginning. (Courtesy,

L to R: Chairwoman Mildred Cleghorn, Ft. Sill
Apache Tribe; Jerry Haney, Principal Chief of
the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma and Bill
Anoatubby, Governor of the Chickasaw Nation
at the Sovereignty Symposium in about 1994.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.)

John “Rocky”
Barrett, decadeslong Chairman of the
Citizen Potawatomi
Nation. Barrett
fought many tribal
jurisdictional legal
battles to advance
tribal sovereignty.
(Courtesy Citizen
Potawatomi Nation).

Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.).
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tribal governments worked hard to supplement meager grants from
the federal government to fund tribal services and assist their largely
poverty-stricken citizens. Unlike state or local governments, tribal
governments lacked tax bases from personal incomes of citizens,
property, sales or other traditional forms of government revenue.
Gaming provided some promise, leading some tribes to push the envelope with high stakes bingo halls. Oklahoma tribes took their lead
from tribes who fought legal battles in other states.22
Some commentators place the birth of tribal commercial high
stakes bingo halls and poker parlors with the Supreme Court’s landmark ruling in Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373 (1976).23 The case
had humble beginnings that had nothing to do with gaming. A
Chippewa couple Russell and Helen Bryan received a $29.85 property
tax bill from the local, non-Indian country government for their mobile home situated on Indian land in northern Minnesota. They
sought help from the legal aid lawyers at Leech Lake Legal Services
to challenge the state assessment.24 The Bryans lost in district court
and before the Minnesota Supreme Court, but they won in the United
States Supreme Court with a unanimous decision that the state could
not regulate the tribe. Professor Kevin Washburn wrote that the
Bryan decision “was the bedrock upon which the Indian gaming in-

dustry began.”25 After Bryan, tribes that conducted gaming under
state law (including within Oklahoma) felt emboldened to draft their
own, less-restrictive bingo laws and permit significantly larger prizes
to draw business away from other state-regulated bingo and poker
venues.26 At about the same time a number of state governments also
sought to expand state revenues by exploring potential state-sponsored gaming.27
Like the Seminole Tribe of Florida, several Oklahoma tribal governments developed high-stakes bingo in the late 1970s and early
1980s. State and local officials pushed back and sought to challenge,
regulate and even criminally prohibit tribal gaming on tribal lands.
The debate centered on whether tribal governments have the power
to conduct gaming independently from state regulation. The success
of the Florida Seminoles high-stakes bingo hall in Hollywood,
Florida, and direct challenge to state regulatory power over it, caused
Indian tribal leaders across the country, including Oklahoma, to cast
their eyes on the Sunshine State.28
The Seminole Tribe of Florida sued the State Attorney General
Bob Butterworth and the local sheriff after they attempted to close
the Tribe’s high stakes bingo hall in 1980.29 Florida exercises civil
and criminal jurisdiction over Indian lands as a mandatory Public Law
280 state. The Tribe won an injunction against the State, and the

For general history and issues relevant to IGRA, see generally, COHEN’S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW, § 12 at 874-920 (Nell Jessup Newton ed., 2012) discussing
IGRA’s enactment and the relationships among tribes, states and the federal government (written and edited largely by Professor Kevin Washburn of the University of
New Mexico, former General Counsel to the National Indian Gaming Commission (“NIGC”) and Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior); see also
G. WILLIAM RICE, TRIBAL GOVERNMENTAL GAMING LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS (2006); STEVEN ANDREW LIGHT & KATHRYN R.L. RAND, INDIAN GAMING & TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY: THE CASINO COMPROMISE (2005) (Professors Light and Rand are long-time, affiliated educator members of IMGL); Matthew L. M. Fletcher, Bringing Balance to Indian Gaming, 44 HARVARD J. ON LEGIS. 39 (2007) (Professor Fletcher operates the Turtle Talk blog that catalogs timely and relevant federal Indian law court cases and
scholarship).
4
See Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373, 375-76 (1976); Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 220 (1959) (“Congress has also acted consistently upon the assumption that the States
have no power to regulate the affairs of Indians on a reservation.”); Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 561 (1832) (Cherokee Nation occupies its own territory “in which the
laws of Georgia can have no force . . .”).
5
For a recent partisan view of history from the State of Oklahoma’s perspective arguing that “Congress dismantled Indian Territory and tribal boundaries to create Oklahoma” and that, therefore, no reservations exist, see Petition for Writ of Certiorari, Royal v. Murphy, No. 17-1107 (S. Ct. Feb. 7, 2018).
6
See Dennis Arrow, Oklahoma’s Tribal Courts: A Prologue, the First Fifteen Years of the Modern Era, and a Glimpse at the Road Ahead, 19 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 5, 31-70 (1994)
(discussing the history of tribal courts in Oklahoma, state court skirmishes and federal court battles); Mike McBride III, Oklahoma’s Civil-Adjudicatory Jurisdiction Over Indian Activities in Indian Country: A Critical Commentary on Lewis v. Sac & Fox Tribe Housing Authority, 19 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 81, 88-133 (1994) (discussing early cases including State v. Littlechief, 1978 OK CR 2, 573 P.2d 263, “the wellspring from which developed the modern tribal court systems in Oklahoma”).
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Fifth Circuit affirmed the injunction order, holding that Florida could
not enforce its laws on Indian country and that the Tribe’s laws exclusively regulated its bingo operation, not Florida’s laws.30 This ruling emboldened tribes around the country to further expand their
bingo and poker operations and increase the prizes.31 One commentator calculated that tribes opened more than 180 bingo operations by
1983 (including many within Oklahoma), and the BIA guaranteed
about $8 million in bingo hall construction loans in direct response to
the Butterworth decision.32 As noted by tribal gaming lawyer Henry
Buffalo, Jr., “Word in Indian country travels fast.”33
Following suit with the bingo expansion across the country,
tribes in Oklahoma doubled-down and faced similar legal battles and
police enforcement efforts. State district attorneys threatened arrest
and prosecution of tribal leaders for operating bingo halls within their
tribal Indian country. The Muscogee (Creek) Nation operated a highstakes, paper bingo hall on Mackey Sandbar on the Arkansas River in
south Tulsa.34 Tulsa County District Attorney David L. Moss threatened prosecution.
The Creek Nation fought back to assert its sovereignty. Tribal
attorney and gaming pioneer Geoffrey Standing Bear (now Principal
Chief of the Osage Nation) and John Echols, a civil rights and criminal trial lawyer, brought suit in federal court to enjoin the state from
interfering with the Nation’s bingo operations. They enlisted the aid
of law Professor Rennard Strickland (Cherokee/Osage)35 as an expert
witness on tribal sovereignty in the federal court, and they obtained a
permanent injunction against the state. Indian Country, U.S.A., Inc. v.
State of Okla. ex rel. Oklahoma Tax Com’n, 829 F.2d 967, 967 (10th Cir.
1987), cert. denied, 487 U.S. 1218 (1988).
Other tribes fighting significant jurisdictional battles over bingo
regulation included the Chickasaw Nation (Oklahoma ex. rel. Oklahoma
Tax Com’n v. Graham, 822 F.2d 951 (10th Cir. 1987) and 846 F.2d 1258
(10th Cir. 1988)), and the Seneca-Cayuga Tribe (Seneca-Cayuga Tribe
of Oklahoma v. Oklahoma ex. rel. Thompson, 874 F.2d 709 (10th Cir.
1989)). In Seneca-Cayuga, the Tenth Circuit affirmed a declaratory
judgment and injunction against Oklahoma when it sought to assert
subject-matter jurisdiction over tribal gaming activities within Indian
country, despite the Oklahoma Supreme Court’s earlier ruling in State
ex. rel. May v. Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma, 1985 OK 54, 711 P.2d
77 (Okla. 1985), holding that the state could exert such jurisdiction.
The tide was turning in favor of tribal governments.

CABAZON & CONGRESSIONAL COMPROMISE

As early as 1984, Congress had attempted to step in and craft a legislative solution to tribal, state and federal gaming interests.36 Knowing
that if tribal gaming was to survive and prosper they needed to craft a
compromise solution, early gaming tribes sought to protect the right
to self-regulate gaming while also providing a balance with state interests.37 However, hopeless division between tribes, the states, the federal
government and the gambling industry over the kinds of games that
tribes could utilize and their regulation stymied a legislative solution.
The Supreme Court’s Cabazon decision forced a compromise in
Congress between all the interests. The decision was a bombshell that
no one in Indian country expected. Cabazon held that the State of
California had no authority under Public Law 280 to enforce bingo
and card game statutes on Indian reservations, because such laws were
civil (regulatory) rather than criminal (prohibitory).
Cabazon was a huge win for tribes and in line with earlier federal
cases out of Wisconsin and Florida. The decision opened wide the
door for an immediate expansion of gaming without state control.
States had no role in regulating gaming on Indian country. Alarm bells
went off in Oklahoma City, other state capitals across the country and
in Washington, D.C. State interests cried that organized crime would
infiltrate and imbed within tribal gaming. These exaggerated fears
never materialized, and, in fact, the Supreme Court discounted this
threat in the Cabazon opinion. Nonetheless, Congress started working
in earnest to seek a compromise and craft a balance of all the interests.
Terminology and perception were extremely important. The
crafters of IGRA brilliantly prevailed upon changing the term “gambling,” a corruption-loaded term, to “gaming,” a friendly term conjuring images of gentlemanly (and womanly) competition in a fair and
regulated environment, and engendering a less morally corrupt and
unlawful image.38
Within IGRA Congress recognized tribal sovereign status but
also diminished tribal sovereignty by imposing new legal impediments
that ratcheted back Cabazon:
Indian tribes have the exclusive right to regulate gaming
activity on Indian lands if the gaming activity is not specifically prohibited by Federal law and is conducted within a
State which does not, as a matter of criminal law and public
policy, prohibit such gaming activity.
25 U.S.C. § 2701(5) (2012).
Continued on next page

Okla. Tax Comm’n v. Sac & Fox Nation, 508 U.S. 114, 114 (1993) (absent an explicit congressional act to the contrary, states lack jurisdiction to tax tribal citizens who live and
work in Indian country whether the area consists of formal or “informal” reservations, allotted lands or dependent Indian communities).
8
Okla. Tax Com’n v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Okla., 498 U.S. 505, 505 (1991) (Tribe not subject to state sales taxes on sales made to tribal members, but liable
for taxes on sales to non-tribal members; Tribe immune to suit for direct enforcement by the State nonetheless).
9
Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Okla. v. Okla. Tax Com’n, 975 F.2d 1459, 1459 (10th Cir. 1992) (tribal suit challenging state’s authority to require beer licenses for
sales on Indian land); Citizen Potawatomi Nation v. Oklahoma, AAA No. 01-15-0003-3452 (2016) (Boudreau, Arb.)( (declaring that “federal law protecting tribal sovereignty
interests preempts and invalidates the State’s sales tax on the Nation’s sales in question” and enjoining the State from conditioning alcohol beverage licenses upon collecting,
reporting and remitting state sales taxes to non-Indians at the Nation’s economic enterprises on Indian country); confirmed, No. CIV-16-361-C, 2016 WL 3461538, at *3
(W.D. Okla. June 21, 2016), vacated and remanded, No. 16-6224, 2018 WL 718606, at *11 (10th Cir. Feb. 6, 2018) (provision providing de novo review of arbitration award in
federal court (void under subsequent Supreme Court decision) material to state gaming compact requiring the striking of entire dispute resolution provision).
10
See generally Citizen Potawatomi Cmty. Dev. Corp., OKLAHOMA INDIAN NATIONS 2017-2018 DIRECTORY (3rd ed. 2017). The Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission published
the Directory until Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin disbanded the Commission early in her first administration. The Development Corporation now carries on the research and updates to the Directory.
11
See Jess Green, “Indian Gaming 2000”, SOVEREIGNTY SYMPOSIUM 2000 at IV-48-50.
12
See generally Blue Clark, INDIAN TRIBES OF OKLAHOMA: A GUIDE (2009) (listing 42 tribes although several relocated (Nez Perce to Idaho) and others do not have federal
recognition (Natchez and Yuchi/Euchee)).
13
Id. at 3-22 (discussing prehistoric indigenous ancestors and later comers to modern-day Oklahoma).
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Neither the states nor tribes liked IGRA—it was a significant compromise for all. While Congress asserted that it acted for the benefit
of tribes, the law was significantly flawed, particularly with respect
to Congress’ Constitutional ability to force states to negotiate class
III compacts with tribes.
IGRA set the stage for predictability, enabling outside financing
and stable growth that has now expanded the Oklahoma gaming
market to the second largest in the nation behind California. Still,
IGRA had its flaws. 39 Oklahoma tribal gaming lawyer pioneer Gary
S. Pitchlynn (Choctaw)40 described the passage of IGRA as an act
“by which Congress dissected another significant piece of tribal sovereignty in the name of protecting tribes.”41 Congress attempted
careful balancing in IGRA, but that balance would later tilt in the
states’ favor (with the emasculated IGRA enforcement provisions)
leaving Oklahoma tribes in a lurch compared to tribes within many
other states prospering under nearly full casino compacts.

FEDERAL EFFORTS TO CURTAIL TRIBAL ELECTRONIC
GAMING EXPANSION IN THE 1990S

By 1990, estimates of the total amount wagered on Indian gaming
nationally had surpassed $1.3 billion.42 By November 1, 1990, the
NIGC published its proposed regulations to implement IGRA, in-
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stances on battling the
incorporation of
electronics and video
displays in class II bingo
and pull tabs by
Oklahoma tribes.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty
Symposium, Inc.)

cluding a game classification definition that electronic video games
and so-called hybrid video bingo, lotto and pull-tabs would constitute
class III gaming and require a compact with a state to lawfully operate.43 After receiving 1,500 pages of comments, the NIGC made the
Rules final on April 9, 1991.44 A few of the uncertain definitions regarding class II Indian gaming would lead to more than a decade of
intense litigation in Oklahoma.
The unwillingness of many states, including Oklahoma, to negotiate class III gaming compacts led to considerable litigation over
game classifications, the use of technology and entertaining displays
for class II gaming and the limits of tribal power to force states to
negotiate in good faith. Opposition mounted in Congress as well.
Casino mogul (now President) Donald Trump opposed tribal
gaming and tried to persuade Congress to amend IGRA to disadvantage tribes. In 1992, Trump’s casino businesses had 12% of the total
revenue in the U.S. gaming industry compared to 13% for all of Indian gaming.45 Very little of that revenue came from Oklahoma Indian gaming. While Trump largely failed in lobbying the Senate to
restrict tribal gaming by amending IGRA, the scope of Indian gaming remained hotly contested, debated and subject to considerable negotiation within Congress. The attempts to restrict Indian gaming
included restricting the definitions of “Indian country” and “Indian
tribe”; making it harder to place land into trust for gaming purposes;

COHEN’S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW § 1.04, at 73-74 (Nell Jessup Newton ed., 2012) Tribes had approximately 156 million acres in 1881 and only had about 48
million acres by 1934 when Congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act. See INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENT RESEARCH, THE PROBLEM OF INDIAN ADMINISTRATION 22
(Lewis Meriam ed., Johns Hopkins Press 1928).
15
The Indian Citizenship Act of 1924 made “all non-citizen Indians born within the territorial limits of the United States” U.S. citizens. 8 U.S.C. § 1401(b) (2012). Even
though Congress finally granted citizenship to all Native Americans born in the United States, some still could not vote because the right to vote was governed by state
law, with some discriminatory laws persisting in some states until 1957. Other Native Americans received citizenship earlier through receipt of allotments, military service, marriage to white people or through special statutes or treaty provisions. See NEBRASKASTUDIES.ORG,
http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0700/frameset_reset.html?http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0700/stories/0701_0146.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2018).
16
The Five Tribes consist of the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Muscogee (Creek) and Seminole Nations. The group is also called the “Five Civilized Tribes”, but they prefer the former group name. The group formed the “Inter-Tribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes” in 1949 to exchange ideas and formulate policy. The group meets
quarterly. See INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF THE FIVE CIVILIZED TRIBES, http://www.fivecivilizedtribes.org/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2018).
17
See generally Carole E. Goldberg, Public Law 280: The Limits of State Jurisdiction Over Reservation Indians, 22 UCLA L. REV. 535-94 (1975); CAROLE E. GOLDBERG & DUANE
CHAMPAGNE, CAPTURED JUSTICE: NATIVE NATIONS AND PUBLIC LAW 280 (2011).
18
25 U.S.C. §§ 1321(a), 1322(a) and 1326 (2012). The Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968 amended Public Law 280 to provide that no states could assume jurisdiction thereafter
without the tribe’s consent, and this consent could only be obtained by a majority vote of all the adult members of the tribe in a special election. For further discussion of
the resumption of tribal adjudicatory and regulatory jurisdiction within Oklahoma Indian country, see L. SUSAN WORK, THE SEMINOLE NATION OF OKLAHOMA: A LEGAL
HISTORY 188-192 (2010).
19
The Act of October 22, 1970, 84 Stat. 1091, provided for “popular selection” of the Principal Chief in accordance with procedures established by the BIA and approved by
the Secretary of Interior.
20
Harjo v. Kleppe, 420 F. Supp. 1110, 1115 (D.D.C. 1976).
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making class III gaming game-specific, slow and neutered from the
utilization of video and technologic enhancements; and placing a
moratorium on new class III gaming compacts. None of these attempted efforts took hold. IGRA remained intact despite the later
gutting of “good faith” negotiation enforcement mechanisms by the
Supreme Court in the Seminole decision in 1996.
Tribes became quite frustrated when governors in Oklahoma,
New Mexico and Kansas refused to negotiate compacts in good faith
with tribes. In Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma v. State of Oklahoma, 37 F.3d
1422 (10th Cir. 1994), the tribe won – but this would not last. But
Oklahoma tribes would litigate this issue in vein IGRA’s “good faith”
standard Congress imposed on states for class III compact negotiations before the Seminole decision.46 Oklahoma, like a number of other
states refused to negotiate gaming compacts with tribes. Congress
contemplated under IGRA that if a state stonewalled the tribe during
negotiations then the tribe could sue in federal court as an enforcement mechanism.
While the Tenth Circuit ruled that the IGRA’s requirement of
good faith negotiation overcame states’ Tenth and Eleventh Amendment immunities, the U.S. Supreme Court ultimately ruled that Congress could not override the states’ immunities in IGRA in Seminole
Tribe of Florida v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 44 (1996). Seminole was a significant setback for tribes. Gaming in most jurisdictions could not
expand under IGRA without forcing recalcitrant states to negotiate
class III compacts with tribes.

THE BATTLE OVER VAGUE DEFINITIONS SEPARATING
CLASS II & CLASS III

With no class III compacts, the battle turned to class II gaming,
which required no compact. IGRA (as well the NIGC’s first implementing regulations) provided vague definitions with little or no
guidance to distinguish between the different classes of gaming, i.e.
class II (left within tribal control, rather than state control, with no
revenues flowing to states) and class III (requiring a negotiated tribal
/ state gaming compact with a significant role for the state). Efforts
to amend IGRA failed again.
The NIGC first attempted to define these key class II terms in
its 1992 regulations, specifically the three definitions of particular
importance for an understanding of the classification scheme: 1)

“technological aid”; 2) “electro-mechanical facsimile” (electronic facsimile or facsimile); and 3) “other games similar to bingo.” These definitions proved too narrow and restrictive on the one hand and, on
the other hand, courts found these definitions failed utterly to provide
any meaningful distinctions between an “aid” and a “facsimile.” The
lack clarity and distinction would lead to years of litigation and hard
feelings between tribes and federal prosecutors.

EARLY COMPACTING EFFORTS & EVOLVING CIVIL
REGULATORY REGIME

In Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma v. Green, 995
F.2d 179, 179 (10th Cir. 1993) (hereinafter “Green”), the Tenth Circuit
held that since Oklahoma outlawed gambling devices, the state could
not engage in a class III tribal/state compact for video lottery terminal games featuring pull-tabs (VLT) under state law. The negotiated
compact contained provisions to deal with the legal uncertainty regarding the application of the Johnson (Gambling Devices) Act, 15
U.S.C. § 1171 et. seq (2012) (“Johnson Act”). Before the Tribe could
engage in the VLT use, it had to obtain a declaration from the Department of Justice (DOJ) that either the Johnson Act would not
apply to the compacted VLTs or that a court would adjudicate this
conclusion. Chickasaw lawyer Jess Green observed that the DOJ inappropriately attempted to influence the negotiations between Oklahoma Governor David Walters and several tribes.47 U.S. prosecutors
allegedly threatened Johnson Act prosecutions of state and tribal officials if the compacts went forward.48 Green noted that “[i]n no
other state was such an aggressive federal [enforcement] policy implemented.”49 Even with the strong federal “influences,” Governor
Walters signed the compact, but hedged the state’s bet by loading it
with additional approval requirements. The DOJ opined that the
Johnson Act applied to the VLTs, and, therefore, the Tribe then
sought a declaratory judgment.50
The district court declared that, because slot machines are prohibited within Oklahoma, the VLTs would be prohibited as well, and
therefore the IGRA’s provision excepting the Johnson Act’s application for class III games would not apply.51 The Tenth Circuit affirmed
declaring that “[b]ecause [Oklahoma’s “gambling device” definition,
OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 981] does not differ materially from the defini-
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Oklahoma regulates charitable gaming through its criminal code and the Oklahoma Charity Games Act. See OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 981(1)(b) (2018); OKLA. STAT. tit. 3A,
§§ 401-427 (2018). The law excludes from the definition of “bet” any bingo game or comparable game of chance operated by non-profit organizations. The State issues
licenses to certain non-profit bingo games through the court clerk. Oklahoma law also permits lotteries on military bases and operated by Chambers of Commerce.
OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 1051 (2018).
22
Fletcher, supra note 3, at 45-47. Professor Fletcher writes that a few tribes within California, Florida, Maine, New York and Wisconsin opened early high stakes bingo
halls out of desperation for economic development.
23
Bryan held that a state did not have the right to assess a tax on a tribal citizen’s property on tribal land unless Congress grants specific authority. The case stands for the
general proposition that states lack regulatory authority over Indian people within Indian country. Minnesota is a Public Law 280 state, and many assumed that Minnesota’s (and other PL 280 states’ assumptions of civil and criminal jurisdiction) largely supplanted any remaining tribal jurisdiction. See Kevin K. Washburn, The Legacy
of Bryan v. Itasca County: How an Erroneous $147 County Tax Notice Helped Bring Tribes $200 Billion in Indian Gaming Revenue, 92 MINN. L. REV. 919 (2008); Henry M. Buffalo, Jr., Indian Gaming Success in the North, SOVEREIGNTY SYMPOSIUM XV 2002, (JUNE 10-12, 2002), Gaming, Section III-22 to 40.
24
Washburn, supra note 23, at 919-22.
25
Id. at 921.
26
Henry M. Buffalo, Jr., Indian Gaming Success in the North, SOVEREIGNTY SYMPOSIUM XV 2002, (JUNE 10-12, 2002), Gaming, Section III at III-22 to III-28.
27
History, NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING COMMISSION, https://www.nigc.gov/commission/history (last visited Feb. 12, 2018).
28
Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth, 491 F.Supp. 1015, 1015 (1980), aff ’g, Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310, 310 (5th Cir. 1981).
29
Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth, 491 F.Supp. 1015 (1980).
30
Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310, 310 (5th Cir. 1981).
31
Tribes in California and Wisconsin also fought early battles against state enforcement actions. See Barona Group of the Captain Grande Band of Mission Indians, San Diego,
California v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185, 1185 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 461 U.S. 929 (1983); Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin v. Wisconsin, 518 F.Supp. 712, 712 (W.D. Wis.
1981).
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tion provided by the Johnson Act . . . we conclude that Oklahoma is
not a state ‘in which gambling devices are legal’”52 In reaching this
conclusion the panel rejected the Tribe’s position that the VLTs
would be lawful under the compact, because Oklahoma regulated lotteries and video games rather than outright prohibiting them.53
It is highly doubtful that the courts would decide Green the same
way even shortly after the decision. Oklahoma passed the “Oklahoma
Charity Games Act”,54 which became effective in December 1992 and
authorized the use of electronic and mechanical devices in gaming,
followed shortly by the “Amusement and Carnival Games Act”.55
These Acts significantly liberalized Oklahoma’s gambling laws beyond
the legal regime that the Green court considered in the record.
Nonetheless, federal law applies state criminal laws prohibiting gaming in Indian country, except to the extent preempted by IGRA.56
Thereafter, for a period of many years all tribal efforts to negotiate
compacts for additional class III gaming in Oklahoma (beyond parimutuel off-track horse betting) floated like a lead zeppelin. It would
be another decade before the entry of meaningful gaming compacts.
Meanwhile, just a year later in 1994, Oklahoma voters considered—and rejected—another public referendum that involved offering a state lottery. The failed plebiscite highlighted the strong and
continuing conservative, religious and populist sentiments of Oklahoma and its citizens. Pent up frustrations on failed compact attempts
led to redoubled tribal efforts to push the nebulous class II boundaries;
it became a do-or-die situation for Oklahoma tribes agonizing over

revenue to fund government operations and services.
Tribal gaming lawyer Gary Pitchlynn observed that, “Oklahoma
Tribes have watched other tribes around the country prosper from
the burgeoning gaming industry while witnessing their own bingo
industry falter and decline.”57 Those that gained agreements already
prospered; while others that did not, fell behind. While Oklahoma’s
Constitution, one of the longest in the United States, contains no
prohibition on gambling, the State, the DOJ and the NIGC clung to
restrictive views of gambling in Oklahoma, leaving Oklahoma tribes
feeling thwarted.
While gambling laws continued to erode (and social mores to
evolve) within Oklahoma during the 1990s, religious and political resistance to tribal gaming remained. The Governor would not enter
into meaningful gaming compacts with tribes beyond off-track horse
betting. This political resistance continued to block Indian gaming
growth. As noted by Jess Green in 1994:
If Indian gaming is the new buffalo for Indians, circumstances appears (sic) to be moving to fence Oklahoma out
of the primary migration path[,] for without devices to
count pull tabs, and without class III compacts, the full
potential of Indian gaming in Oklahoma cannot be reached.58
The Oklahoma stance, along with the NIGC and the Justice
Department position that video enhancements were “facsimiles” of a
game rather than an “aid” to the play of the game, allowed the DOJ
to use the Johnson Act to great effect to curb enormous revenues that
Oklahoma tribes began to enjoy by applying entertaining electronic

William E. Horwitz, Scope of Gaming Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 after Rumsey v. Wilson: White Buffalo or Brown Cow, 14 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J.
153, 164 (1996) (footnotes omitted).
Buffalo, Jr., supra note 26, at III-24-25 (detailing the increased operations of the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa and the Shakopee Mdewakanton Dakota
Community, both in Minnesota).
34
The location is now the expanded site for the Creek Nation Margaritaville Hotel and Casino Resort that boasts a concert venue and Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse. The Creek Nation reportedly financed the recent Margaritaville expansion with $380 million. See Indian Country, U.S.A., Inc. , 829 F.2d at 969-73 (describing the Mackey site as Indian
country).
35
Professor Strickland was Editor-in-Chief of COHEN’S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW (1982 ed.), and a past President of the Association of American Law Schools and
the Society of American Law Teachers. He has served as a law school professor and/or Dean at a number of law schools, including the University of Tulsa, Oklahoma City
University, and the University of Oregon. He remains Senior Scholar in Residence at the University of Oklahoma. The State unwisely challenged his credentials as an expert at trial.
36
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Counsel to the fledging NIGC that had just established its first regulations. Michael D. Cox, The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act: An Overview, 7 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 769
(1995); Henry Buffalo, Jr. wrote that the Bureau of Indian Affairs helped bring together a task force on Indian gaming comprised of tribal leaders and their lawyers as early
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Indian Gaming Association in February 1985. Id. Cox has written that Bureau of Indian Affairs officials first established tribal gaming as an economic development policy
during the Reagan administration and supported tribal bingo enterprises by approving tribal gaming codes and providing loan guarantees for financing of building bingo
halls. Cox Overview, Id.at 771-73.
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ANALYSIS 6 (2000); Franklin Ducheneaux, The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act: Background and Legislative History, 42 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 99 (2010).
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Compare 15 U.S.C. § 1175 (2012) (the blunt Johnson (Gambling) Devices Act, a 1950s-era federal criminal statute directed at combating organized crime), with 25 U.S.C.
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displays to class II bingo and pull tabs. Nonetheless, Oklahoma tribes
pushed forward with innovation and litigation.

THE CLASH OF STATUTES: IGRA VS. JOHNSON ACT

The problem was that without more specific definitions in IGRA, confusion ensued as to the difference between a permissible “electronic
aid” and a prohibited “electronic facsimile.” 59 To confuse things even
more, both the NIGC and the DOJ perceived a conflict with another
gambling statute, the Johnson Act, a criminal law prohibiting gambling devices. Congress’ 1988 policy behind the IGRA—a civil regulatory statute—was to promote economic development and
encourage tribal gaming within Indian tribal jurisdictions by setting
up a classification scheme. However, Congress’ policy behind the
Johnson Act—a 1950s era criminal statute—was to criminally prohibit the use of “gambling devices.”
The two statutes support diametrically opposed Congressional
policies and, thus, create inherent and irreconcilable conflicts regarding “electronic technologic aids” when read together. The Johnson
Act is meant to restrict and criminally prohibit gambling. The IGRA
is meant to encourage tribal economic development by permitting
gambling. The NIGC adopted regulations in 1992 that applied the
Johnson Act “gambling devices” definition to electronic equipment.60
Within Oklahoma, class III gaming was still limited to off-track
betting. Tribes and enterprising manufacturers continued to push
the envelope with increased use of technologic aids to the play of
bingo and pull-tabs. While IGRA specifically stated that the Johnson
Act would not apply to class III compacting gaming61, IGRA remained silent as to the Johnson Act’s application to class II games
and advancing technology and aids to class II play.
This led to contention over whether the Johnson Act applied to
class II games under IGRA. The Johnson Act was the strongest
weapon remaining to reach into Indian country to stifle Indian gaming in Oklahoma. Recall that if state criminal and civil regulatory
laws had no force on tribal lands, only federal officials could step in
and enforce federal law to regulate Indian gaming. The Johnson Act
expressly prohibits gambling devices in Indian country, but IGRA
exempted class III games from Johnson Act coverage. U.S. Attorneys
and the Justice Department sought to apply the Johnson Act to class

II aids to the play of bingo and pull tab while tribes maintained that
Congress intended for class II to grow with “maximum flexibility”
and to embrace future advances in technology to enable networking
among tribal gaming facilities. Most of those battles originated in
or were fought within Oklahoma Indian country.
The early Oklahoma gaming battles necessarily went well beyond compacting efforts when the State refused to negotiate meaningful compacts. Tribes felt hamstrung in their attempts to achieve
expanded gaming as had tribes in other parts of the country. Without the prospect of engaging in broader casino gaming under a Class
III gaming compact with Oklahoma,62 several Oklahoma tribes fought
pitched battles to expand tribal gaming within class II.
After several decisions including Cabazon Band of Mission Indians
v. National Indian Gaming Com’n, 14 F.3d 633 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (adjudicating an electronic pull-tabs game played as a popular class II game
within Oklahoma tribal bingo halls), the District of Columbia Court
of Appeals ruled that IGRA excludes electronic facsimiles from class
II games when those games are wholly incorporated into an electronic
or electromechanical version. Shortly thereafter all U.S. Attorneys for
the three districts within Oklahoma issued letters to tribal leaders demanding removal of video gaming pull tab machines from play within
Oklahoma and threatening criminal prosecution in short order.63

THE RESORT TO TRIBAL COURT FOR CLASS II CLARIFICATION

Undeterred, the Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma developed a
paper pull tab game that utilized an electronic reader to scan paper
pull tabs and display an image on a video screen when the machine
dispenses the paper pull tab. The Tribe’s Gaming Commissioner prohibited the game. Bypassing the federal enforcement threat impasse,
the Tribe sought a court ruling from the CFR Court instead.
Steve Lewis, the U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of
Oklahoma, took the view that if any gaming device plugged into the
wall, it was an unlawful class III electromechanical facsimile of a pull
tab game. Lewis also chaffed at any tribal gaming establishment that
called itself a “casino” instead of a bingo hall. The Eastern Shawnee
Tribe’s casino manager sought and obtained a resolution permitting
the federal “CFR” Court of Indian Offenses serving the Tribe to deContinued on next page
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Section 7.
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The late Judge George
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Captain v. Ross
(CIO Eastern Shawnee
1995) case holding
that an early paper
pull-tab game using
video display aids
constituted a class II
game under IGRA.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty
Symposium, Inc.)

Justice Yvonne Kauger of the
Oklahoma Supreme Court and
Judge Stephanie Seymour of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit at the Sovereignty
Symposium in the mid to late
1990s. Kauger is the godmother
of the Sovereignty Symposium.
Seymour is a now a senior judge
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Tenth Circuit. Seymour authored
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sovereignty decisions including
the Indian Country U.S.A. v. Okla.
Tax Comm’n case from 1987.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty Symposium, Inc.)
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cide the dispute.64 The district court issued a restraining order
against the gaming commissioner and ruled the game constituted a
class II game under IGRA as the video display was a visual aid that
did not impact the outcome of the game.65 Upon service of the lawsuit and given the opportunity to weigh in on the litigation, Lewis
sent a letter to Judge George Tah-Bone stating that “[n]either the
CFR nor a tribal court has jurisdiction to enter a declaratory judgment regarding the classification of a gaming device.”66
U.S. Attorney Steve Lewis refused to abide by the ruling, obtained a search warrant and, with scores of FBI agents, raided the
Tribe’s Bordertown casino, seized devices and sought to forfeit bank
accounts and gaming devices. The Tribe in turn filed a federal lawsuit
against the U.S. Attorney.67 Ultimately, the Tribe and the U.S. Attorney settled the dispute with the government returning the money
and dismissing its proceedings, and the Tribe, under continued threat
of prosecution of individual tribal leaders, agreeing not to use the
gaming devices. The game was technologically flawed under the
legally evolving jurisprudence interpreting pull-tabs, class II and
Johnson Act devices, but it would set the stage for future battles. Try
as he and others might, U.S. Attorney Lewis could not stem the innovation and legal challenges to class II aids under IGRA. Other
legal test cases with better class II technology would follow shortly.

IGRA CLASS II INNOVATION & DETERMINATION

Tribes and creative manufacturers intensified efforts to conceptualize,
engineer, test and offer aids to the play of bingo and pull tabs utilizing
increasingly sophisticated and visually appealing electronics to aid

the games’ play, entertaining video displays and captivating sounds.
These innovators also pioneered networked games, so players could
compete with each other—a key class II distinction—instead of
stand-alone slot machines that use random number generators as a
game of chance. IGRA’s legislative history discussed the intent to
permit maximum flexibility and the use of evolving technology. In
following years, networked game architecture would become the standard for almost all electronic gaming by allowing for easier control,
maintenance, accounting and ease of changing game themes.
By July 10, 1996, the NIGC Chairman issued a letter finding
MegaMania, an electronically broadcast bingo game, a class II game
under IGRA. However, shortly thereafter, political changes took hold,
and the NIGC began adding caveats to game classification opinions.
The letters added that the DOJ and individual U.S. Attorneys could
have a different view and that the DOJ shares responsibility with the
NIGC. Moreover, they noted that other federal officials (i.e. prosecutors) could determine that the Johnson Act applies to class II devices.68
Thereafter, in mid-1997, the three United States Attorneys
within Oklahoma agreed to meet with tribal leaders and discuss electronic-aided bingo and how far the DOJ would go in its enforcement
of the Johnson Act.69 At about the same time, the NIGC issued separate classification opinions that Rocket Bingo and Multimedia Bingo
machines that contained electronic and networked elements would
constitute class II games under IGRA and would not require a compact for play. While the DOJ endorsed the NIGC’s Rocket Bingo
opinion, the prosecutors cancelled the proposed tribal meetings.70
U.S. Attorney Lewis thereafter ignored calls to meet with tribal leaders and sent a letter to Multimedia Games disagreeing with the
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NIGC opinion and threatening Johnson Act enforcement.71
On New Year’s Eve 1997, the busiest and most lucrative gaming
day of the year, and without notice to tribes, Lewis orchestrated a
search and seizure raid on Multimedia’s Tulsa headquarters, as well
as gaming facilities for the Cherokee Nation and the Seneca-Cayuga
Tribe, seizing all Multimedia electronic games.72 The seizure interrupted important tribal commerce for 20 days, until the games were
returned by agreement. A summary judgment decision calling for
the return of the games also followed.73
Lewis was not done. He then personally prosecuted a similar
action in California against MegaMania’s devices.74 The DOJ lost on
summary judgment. Appeals of both MegaMania cases then proceeded simultaneously to the Ninth and Tenth Circuits.

LEGAL MOMENTUM FOR AN OKLAHOMA GAMING COMPACT

With the new millennium, momentum for Oklahoma Indian gaming
swung sharply upward in rapid succession with five federal decisions
adding clarity to the lines between class II games utilizing technological aids and class III games in IGRA, minimizing the potential
application of the Johnson Act to class II devices:
■ United States v. 103 Gambling Devices, 223 F.3d 1091, 1101 (9th Cir.
2000) (the devices “broaden[ ] participation in a common game”
in a common game of class II bingo by linking players together
through video terminals);
■ United States v. 162 MegaMania Gambling Devices, 231 F.3d 713, 725
(10th Cir. 2000) (accord) (“Congress did not intend the Johnson
Act to apply if the game at issue fits within the definition of a Class
II game, and is played with an electronic aid”);

■ Diamond Game Enterprises, Inc. v. Reno, 230 F.3d 365, 367 (D.C. Cir.
2000) (“Lucky Tab II” device, an advanced pull tab game was class
II, not a class III “electronic facsimile,” because the device itself
does not play the game, it is simply an aid to a traditional paper
pull tab game; “Class II aides permitted under IGRA, do not run
afoul of the Johnson Act”);
■ United States v. Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska, 174 F.Supp.2d 1001,
1005 (D. Neb. 2001) (“I conclude that the Johnson Act is not applicable to Class II devices”), aff ’d on other grounds, 324 F.3d 607 (8th
Cir. 2003), cert. denied, 540 U.S. 1229 (2004)); and
■ Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma v. National Indian Gaming Com’n,
327 F.3d. 1019, 1035-37 (10th Cir. 2003) (holding the “Magical
Irish” device simply speeds up the play of a traditional paper pull
tab game, therefore, making it a class II game under IGRA) (“We
hold that if a piece of equipment is a technologic aid to an IGRA
class II game, its use, sale, possession or transportation within Indian country is then necessarily not proscribed as a gambling device under the Johnson Act”).

Following on the footsteps of these cases, NIGC Vice Chair
Elizabeth L. Homer and Commissioner Teresa E. Poust authorized
rule changes to codify the court holdings and clarify the definitions
affecting class II technological aids and class III facsimiles, as well as
exemptions for class II games under the Johnson Act.75 NIGC Chairman Montie R. Deer strongly dissented, believing that the 1992 definitions were the only possible interpretation of IGRA and that the
NIGC would invade Congress’ legislative function by promulgating
the new definitions.76
Continued on next page
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Since then, however, the overwhelming majority of the district
and appellate courts and the NIGC have found that Congress intended for the IGRA to provide an implied exception to the Johnson
Act for class II gaming devices utilizing electronic technologic aids
played on Indian lands, so long as gaming is conducted pursuant to
IGRA. Otherwise, the Johnson Act remains in full force and effect in
Indian country. In the preamble to the 2002 revised regulations, the
NIGC recognized and acknowledged (and sought to cure) the hopelessly circular reasoning found in its 1992 definitions of “electronic
or electromechanical facsimiles.”
Proper statutory construction and the degree of deference given
to regulatory agencies by courts remains an important issue in carrying out the IGRA. The NIGC and the DOJ have differed at times
on policy choices (and legal definitions) about what constitutes IGRA
class II versus class III “electronic aid” equipment and whether the
Johnson Act should apply to such equipment. Despite the DOJ’s
adamant quest for certiorari review and reversal, the Supreme Court’s
decision to let stand two lower court opinions defining “electronic
aids to bingo” and pull tabs as class II devices solidified these interpretations into law, providing some certainty to the industry.77
By 2000, 47 casino/ bingo halls operated within Oklahoma
Indian country78, and Indian gaming comprised 20% of all class III
gaming within the United States.79 Twenty-three tribes engaged in
gaming within Oklahoma as of 2001.80 As of 2004, the National
Indian Gaming Association estimated that Indian gaming had produced over 300,000 direct jobs nationally for Indian and non-Indians
alike.81 With the adrenaline of court victories, tribes and manufacturers further stoked explosive Indian gaming growth in Oklahoma,
despite the State’s unwillingness to negotiate compacts. According
to the Indian Gaming Industry Report, 2017 Edition, between 2001 and
2004 Indian gaming revenue within Oklahoma quadrupled and nongaming revenue tripled. The number of gaming devices almost
tripled during this time.

Phil Hogen, National Indian
Gaming Commission Chairman
speaking at the Sovereignty
Symposium in the early 2000s.
Hogen was the longest-serving
NIGC Chair in its history.
(Courtesy, Sovereignty
Symposium, Inc.).

After these losses and with a change of Commissioners, the
NIGC continued efforts to attempt to promulgate regulations to
restrict the growth of class II innovation. Tribes and manufacturers
pushed back and attended NIGC consultations and working groups
around the country to fight for self-regulation and tribal gaming commission autonomy, as well as to check the NIGC from “evolving into
a super regulatory agency that usurps the role of tribal gaming commissioners . . .”82
As an independent regulatory agency, the NIGC has a statutory
duty to administrate and implement IGRA by regulating Indian gaming. Certain key terms within the class II definition, however, are not
defined within the IGRA. Congress’ failure to distinguish a “technologic aid” on the one hand and a “facsimile” on the other hand continued to cause uncertainty in the overall scheme until courts and the
NIGC settled the uncertainty. Since the classification scheme is so
essential to the functioning and regulation of Indian gaming as well
as the enforcement of the IGRA, a proper framework for the classification of games is crucial.
Thereafter, with court battles lost, anti-tribal political interests,
senators and senior DOJ officials leaned on NIGC Commissioners to
take a stand on creating a “bright line” between class II and class III.
Later NIGC Chairmen, including Montie Deer and Phillip Hogen,

The June 2002 revised definitions provides that - an “electronic, computer or other technologic aid” means any machine or device that:
(1) Assists a player or the playing of a game;
(2) Is not an electronic or electromechanical facsimile; and
(3) Is operated in accordance with applicable Federal communications law.
(b) Electronic, computer or other technologic aids include, but are not limited to, machines or devices that:
(1) Broaden the participation levels in a common game;
(2) Facilitate communication between and among gaming sites; or
(3) Allow a player to play a game with or against other players rather than with or against a machine.
(c) Examples of electronic, computer or other technologic aids include pull-tab dispensers and/or readers, telephones, cables, televisions, screens, satellites, bingo blowers,
electronic player stations or electronic cards for participants in bingo games.
The NIGC also revised the definition of “electromechanical facsimile” by removing the Johnson Act definition of “gambling device” that had been incorporated into the NIGC
definition in 1992. The 2002 regulations define an “electronic facsimile” as:
[A] game played in an electronic or electromechanical format that replicates a game of chance by incorporating all of the characteristics of the game, except when, for
bingo, lotto, or other games similar to bingo the electronic or electromechanical format broadens participation by allowing multiple players to play with or against each
other rather than with or against a machine.
The third revision went to the term, “game similar to bingo.” The NIGC’s original definitions applied the IGRA definition of “bingo” to its definition of the term “game similar
to bingo.” Therefore, only the game “bingo” as defined in IGRA would meet the definition of a “game similar to bingo.” This made little sense. As this appeared on its face contrary to the rules of construction’ to the plain, unambiguous language contained in the statute, and to common sense, the NIGC also revised this term in 2002. The new twopart test for a “game similar to bingo” is as follows:
Other games similar to bingo means any game played in the same location as bingo (as defined in 25 U.S.C. 2703(7)(A)(i)) constituting a variant on the game of bingo,
provided that such game is not house banked and permits players to compete against each other for a common prize or prizes.
The IGRA provides that class II games may utilize “electronic, computer or other technologic aids.” The NIGC, in 2002, revised the definitions to define a “technologic aid” as
follows:
§ 502.7 Electronic, computer or other technologic aid.
(a) Electronic, computer or other technologic aid means any machine or device that:
(1) Assists a player or the playing of a game;
(2) Is not an electronic or electromechanical facsimile; and
(3) Is operated in accordance with applicable Federal communications law.
76
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took this to heart and sought to create regulations that would cabin
class II games and fence out significant technologic innovation.
Hogen was a former DOJ prosecutor and DOI official, as well as the
longest serving Chair of the NIGC in its history serving from 1999
until 2009.83 Hogen earnestly believed that taking these efforts would
save IGRA from hostile, anti-tribal congressional amendments that
would further restrict Indian gaming. Ultimately, the Oklahoma
tribes, the Oklahoma Indian Gaming Association and their lawyers
prevailed in through non-stop consultations around the country in
preventing the Chairman Hogen’s potentially disastrous efforts to
craft rules that would again stunt class II gaming.
Despite the infusion of Eleventh Amendment immunity into
IGRA through the Seminole decision, in the end, technology and tribal
litigation success brought Oklahoma to the negotiating table around
2002. Class II technology continued to advance, and tribal casinos
within Oklahoma continued to expand. Perhaps state leaders began
to realize that if you cannot beat the tribes, join them in cooperation.
This set the stage for several years of negotiations with the Governor,
great leadership efforts by State Senator E. Kelly Haney (Seminole)
(and later Principal Chief of the Seminole Nation) resulting in a
model tribal state gaming compact that would bypass the legislature.
Tribes banded together with the horse industry and tapped into
Oklahoma’s strong populist and agrarian roots to promote a deal that
would provide for limited casino gaming at the state’s existing horse
tracks. Horsemen had previously opposed any expansion of Indian
gaming, but they wanted to protect their industry. The horseracing
industry nationally, not just in Oklahoma, had continued a downward
decline over the past couple of decades. Governor Brad Henry and
the tribes would go straight to the people with a popular referendum,
State Question 712, in 2004. This successful plebiscite would catapult
Oklahoma tribal gaming into stratosphere with a gaming compact
that would not expire or renew until 2020. Shortly thereafter, 33 of
Oklahoma’s 38 tribes signed on to the model gaming compact terms
for class III gaming approved in the referendum.

OKLAHOMA INDIAN GAMING UNDER THE
2004 MODEL COMPACTS

Today, Indian gaming within Oklahoma consists of 130 casinos and
$4.2 billion in revenue.84 As of July 2016, the tribes had paid Oklahoma over $1.3 billion in exclusivity fees arising out of revenues from
class III gaming.85 The Oklahoma Indian Gaming Association estimates that, as of 2016, tribal gaming has had an “induced and indirect
impact on Oklahoma from both construction and operations” of over
$2.2 billion with a total impact of $7.2 billion annually.86 Of these
figures the OIGA attributes 60% of this impact occurred in rural
areas. A complete, 41-page OIGA study titled “Statewide Economic
Impacts from Oklahoma Tribal Government Gaming” dated October
19, 2016, conducted by the Meinders School of Business at Oklahoma
City University and Klas Robinson is available at http://oiga.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/OIGA-Impact-Report-2016.pdf

THE FOUNDATION AND THE ROAD AHEAD

Oklahoma tribes had to fight hard during the first 15 years of IGRA
to craft a workable relationship with the State. It was a wild, chaotic
and expensive ride. The groundwork of building and defending electronic class II games provided the framework for the explosive
growth of Indian gaming over the next 15 years under the compact,
providing jobs, strong and consistent revenue, as well as stable and
predictable industry growth. None of this would be possible without
the vision and determination of Oklahoma Indian gaming leaders
and legal lawyer warriors. ❆
McBride chairs Crowe and Dunlevy’s Indian Law & Gaming Practice Group out of its Tulsa
office. He is First Vice President of the International Masters of Gaming Law (IMGL).
He has represented tribes in Indian gaming matters since 1995 and has served over 25 tribes and
their entities. He currently serves the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma as Attorney General. His
career includes significant litigation victories for the Citizen Potawatomi and Comanche Nations
and for the Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma (ESTOO) on gaming and tobacco compact
disputes in federal court and arbitration as well as significant gaming contract disputes for the
Sac & Fox and Comanche Nations, the Seneca-Cayuga Tribe and the ESTOO.
For inquiries, please contact Mike McBride or a licensed lawyer.

(b) Electronic, computer or other technologic aids include, but are not limited to, machines or devices that:
(1) Broaden the participation levels in a common game;
(2) Facilitate communication between and among gaming sites; or
(3) Allow a player to play a game with or against other players rather than with or against a machine.
(c) Examples of electronic, computer or other technologic aids include pull-tab dispensers and/or readers, telephones, cables, televisions, screens, satellites, bingo blowers, electronic player stations or electronic cards for participants in bingo games.
25 C.F.R. § 502.7 (2003) (italics original, bold added).
Under the IGRA and the NIGC regulations, one must undertake a two-part analysis for class II gaming. First, one must determine whether the electronic device is a class II
game. Second, one must determine whether the device is an electronic aid to the play of the game or is a prohibited facsimile of the game. If the electronic device is a facsimile
of any game of chance or slot machine, the device will not be considered class II gaming under the IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2703(7)(B), and would require an approved tribal/state
compact for lawful play. 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d) (2012).
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The size and scope of each tribal
casino in Minnesota ranges widely –
from relatively modest operations
to megaresorts like Mystic Lake
Casino housing a 125,000 sq. ft.
gaming floor with 4,000 machines
and 100 blackjack tables.

Indian Gaming in Minnesota
The Startling Growth of a New Gaming/Entertainment Industry
That Sparked Economic Vitality in Every Corner of the State
BY KEVIN QUIGLEY & TOM FOLEY

W

ith the lollapalooza of all American sports
events, the NFL Super Bowl, being held in Minnesota for the first time in 25 years, it’s a good
time to look at the growth in the state’s gaming/entertainment industry since the last time the Big Game
came to the Bold North. And with one of the major NFL sponsored entertainment events for the Super Bowl festivities, the
Club Nomadic concert series featuring headliners like Florida
Georgia Line, the Chainsmokers, and Gwen Stefani among others, being hosted by the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community (SMSC) at the brand new $90 million hotel and event
center addition to their Mystic Lake Casino resort, there is no
better place to start looking than at the remarkable growth in
gaming/entertainment options sparked by Minnesota’s Indian
gaming and entertainment establishments.
When the Super Bowl first came to Minnesota in January
1992, Indian gaming under the federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act was in its infancy. The very first tribal-state compacts
permitting blackjack and video games of chance (the only two
forms of Class III gaming currently permitted to be conducted
by tribes in Minnesota) were just being negotiated. Most Minnesota tribes had yet to construct and open any full-scale gaming establishments, and the small tribal bingo/gaming halls that
were open were limited in scope with little in the way of “re30 INDIAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2018

sort-style” amenities.
Now, just 25 years later, every corner of the entire State
of Minnesota has been transformed by job creation, business
growth and rural development arising from the development
of Indian gaming and entertainment establishments that cater
to a wide swarth of Minnesota residents and out-of-state
tourists by offering premier gaming, upscale lodging, and topend dining and entertainment options never available before in
areas near tribal lands. There are now 19 tribal casinos owned
and operated by the 11 federally-recognized tribes in Minnesota
(four Dakota tribes have reservations south and west of Minneapolis/St. Paul, and seven Ojibwe/Chippewa reservations are
located northward of the Twin Cities metro area, all the way
to the Canadian border about 300 miles to the north). These
tribal gaming establishments include four “urban” facilities that
lie on the outskirts of Minneapolis/St. Paul within a 75-mile
radius and 15 other gaming facilities located outside this zone
that are considered rural, spread from the Minnesota Valley in
the west/south central part of the State to the far Northwest
lakes area across north central Minnesota up into the historic
Iron Range and Lake Superior region.
Today’s tribal casinos in Minnesota look nothing like the
meager tribal operations from 1992. Since then Minnesota
tribes have invested nearly $3 billion in their tribal casinos and

related enterprises, both on and off-reservation,
and annually purchase over $480 million in goods
and services from vendors in Minnesota. It is estimated that average annual direct employment for
combined Indian casinos and related ancillary facilities exceeds 13,300, making Indian gaming the
14th largest employer in Minnesota. Over 75% of
these employees are full time and over two-thirds
of employees are non-tribal members. Combined
Minnesota Indian casinos attract nearly 23 million
visitors each year, including more than 2.4 million
from outside the state, making these gaming/entertainment centers by far the second largest
tourism attraction in Minnesota after the
renowned Mall of America in Bloomington near
the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport. At last estimate,
Minnesota tribal casinos contribute $1.8 billion per
year to the Minnesota economy. See Minnesota
Indian Gaming Association Report: Economic
Impact of Indian Gaming in Minnesota (August
2016) at page 7.
The size and scope of each tribal casino in
Minnesota ranges widely – from relatively modest
operations like the White Earth Nation’s new
Shooting Star Casino (21,400 sq. ft. gaming floor
with 170 video gaming machines) in Bagley (pop.
1,600), located among forest lands near the Lake
Itasca headwaters of the Mississippi River in the
far northwestern part of the State, to megaresorts
like Mystic Lake Casino (125,000 sq. ft. gaming
floor with 4,000 machines and 100 blackjack tables)
and Treasure Island Resort & Casino (116,000 sq.
ft. gaming floor with 2,400 machines and 40 blackjack tables), both of which rank in the top 7% of tribal
casinos nationwide in terms of gaming machines
count and benefit from their near proximity to the
greater Twin Cities metro area. In all, it is estimated
that as of the end of 2015 there were approximately
22,000 video gaming machines1 in operation at

Minnesota tribal casinos, along with nearly 320
blackjack table games, generating total tribal gaming revenues in Minnesota of $1.5 billion (by comparison, in year 2016, there are about 14,100 slot
machines and 850 table games (excluding poker)
in New Jersey state casinos generating $2.4 billion
in total casino win, and about 27,000 slot machines
and 915 table games (excluding poker) in Mississippi commercial casinos generating $2.1 billion in
adjusted gross gaming revenues). The Minnesota
tribal casino market is one of the largest in the
United States, with Minnesota ranking seventh
highest in total tribal gaming revenues, trailing
only California, Oklahoma, Florida, Washington,
Arizona, and Connecticut. See Alan Meister,
Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report (2017
Edition), Newton MA: Casino City Press at pages
27-28, 36 and underlying data.
And it is not just increased gaming options
that have bloomed in Minnesota with the advent
of Indian gaming. Tribal casinos in Minnesota
have added an array of other entertainment
choices for their patrons when visiting their gaming facilities: 19 hotels with more than 4,500 rooms
combined, dozens of new and unique top-rated
restaurants, lounges and pubs, multiple entertainment and concert venues hosting major national
headliner acts, ballrooms and conference centers
for social and business events and tradeshows, numerous luxury spas, five championship golf
courses, eight RV parks, several marinas, a bowling
center and two world class waterparks. See Minnesota Indian Gaming Association Report: Economic Impact of Indian Gaming in Minnesota
(August 2016) at page 5.
But tribal gaming in Minnesota has added
even more entertainment options than those
directly associated with tribal casinos. When football fans come to attend the Super Bowl, they can
choose to stay near the Club
Nomadic concert action at the
750+ room Mystic Lake Casino
hotel (the third largest in the
State) or in one of the more than
340 rooms at the upscale JW
Marriott hotel developed and
owned by the SMSC that adjoins
the Mall of America, the largest
shopping center in the country.
Or these visitors may be staying
downtown on the Saint Paul
riverfront overlooking the beautiful bluffs of the Mississippi
Artist rendering of Treasure Island Resort & Casino’s new $86 million hotel
Continued on next page
expansion, making it the second largest hotel in Minnesota.
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Operated by the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior
Chippewa, Black Bear Casino Resort is located on
the rugged North Shore of Lake Superior and offers
fine dining and luxurious accommodations.

the rugged North Shore of Lake Superior, stopping in
Duluth, the largest fresh water port in the world, to
enjoy the fine dining and luxury accommodations offered at the Black Bear Casino Resort operated by the
Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa. For the more
adventurous wanting to hike and canoe in the 1,000,000+ acres
of the legendary Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
abutting the Canadian border, one of the largest pristine
wilderness area in the continental United States, their base
camp may be the scenic Lake Vermillion Resort Casino run by
the Bois Forte Band of Chippewa.
In every corner of the State, Minnesotans and tourists
now have a basketful of exciting new gaming, lodging, dining,
recreational and entertainment amenities that did not exist
before the arrival of Indian gaming. The business and job
growth sparked by tribal gaming in Minnesota has benefited
each region of the State. When the Super Bowl next returns
to the North Star state we expect that the basket of
gaming/entertainment options available to football fans and
other visitors arising from Indian gaming to be even more
bountiful. ❆

Canterbury Park racetrack, a horseracing gaming option largely made possible
by a joint marketing agreement sponsored by the gaming enterprise of the
SMSC (Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community).

Continued from previous page

River in the heart city at the 470 room, 4-star Intercontinental
Hotel, a major regional luxury hotel recently purchased and
restored by the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe (MLBO) as part of
their economic diversification efforts. Many will enjoy ice skating on the rooftop of the nearby Minnesota Wild Ice Hockey
Center developed by the Prairie Island Indian Community
(PIIC) which, along with offering a new craft brewery taproom
and other retail outlets, will serve as the practice rink for the
NHL team and as a home rink for local high school and college
hockey teams. Afterwards they can travel south to explore the
historic river towns of Red Wing and Wabasha (both named
for famed Dakota Chiefs) in Minnesota’s picturesque Hiawatha
Valley or go ice fishing on Lake Pepin just like the movie
famous “Grumpy Old Men” did before checking into the PIIC’s
new 300+ room hotel tower (which combined with the original
480 room tower makes PIIC’s Treasure Island Resort hotel the
second largest in Minnesota), where they can relax in the
resort’s new 40,000 square-foot waterpark featuring a 320-footlong lazy river with rapids, a waterfall, two 276-foot-long body
slides, an 80-foot-long zero-depth plunge pool, an adult-only
pool, two hot tubs and a swim-up bar.
When these visitors are lured by these abundant entertainment amenities to return to Minnesota in the warmer
months they will have the option of betting on the ponies at
the Canterbury Park racetrack, a horseracing gaming option
largely made possible by a joint marketing agreement sponsored by the gaming enterprise of the SMSC (and which also
has been credited with sustaining the horse breeding related
industries so important to the economic health of rural communities in Minnesota). Or they may visit the impressive Tribal
Nations Plaza outside the University of Minnesota’s new football stadium, also sponsored by the SMSC, which explores the
history and culture of each Indian tribe in Minnesota. They
may give Minnesota’s world-famous walleye fishing on Lake
Mille Lacs a try while staying at Eddy’s Resort, an iconic
sportsmen lodge restored by the MLBO. A little farther north,
visitors can road trip on Bob Dylan’s famous Highway 61 along
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Frequent speakers and writers on Indian gaming business matters, both
Kevin Quigley and Tom Foley, members of Foley & Quigley PLC, are
elected members of the International Masters of Gaming Law, and have
also been recognized as “Gaming’s Legal Eagles” in Casino Enterprise
Management’s Guide to the World’s Pre-eminent Gaming Attorneys. Each
has been selected for The Best Lawyers in America in the areas of Gaming
Law and Native American Law for years. Their practice is concentrated on
Indian gaming law matters involving the development, financing,
management and regulation of Indian gaming operations conducted in the
United States under the authority of IGRA, and applicable state and tribal
law. With extensive experience with IGRA related regulations and case
law decisions, they advise a wide variety of gaming equipment vendors,
developers, financial institutions and others regarding IGRA related issues.
They can be reached at kevinquigley@foleyquigleylaw.com and
tomfoley@foleyquigleylaw.com
The White Earth Nation also licenses the operation of scores of Class II
electronic bingo machines throughout Mahnomen County at more than a
dozen commercial locations within its reservation boundaries.
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Seminole Hard Rock Tampa

Seminole Hard Rock Hollywood

The State of Indian Gaming
In Florida
BY MARC DUNBAR AND WILL HALL

F

lorida has proven fertile ground for tribal gaming.
The Seminole Tribe of Florida’s operation is thriving,
and the Poarch Band of Creek Indians and Miccosukee
Tribe have also developed successful gaming
enterprises. This article will provide an overview of each tribe,
their entry into the gaming space, and the current state of their
operation.

SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA

The Seminoles dominate tribal gaming in Florida and have
further established themselves as one of the gaming industry’s
leading forces. The tribe is headquartered in Hollywood, Florida,
and nearly 3,300 tribal members live in the state.1 The Seminole
tribe is a pioneer in the area of tribal gaming, having opened the
country’s first tribal bingo hall in 1979.2
The tribe operates seven facilities throughout the state:
Hard Rock Tampa, Hard Rock Hollywood, Seminole Coconut
Creek Casino, Seminole Classic Casino, Seminole Immokalee
Casino, Seminole Brighton Casino, and Seminole Casino Big
Cypress. In fiscal year 2015/2016, Hard Rock Tampa alone
collected $967 million in gaming revenue.3 Pursuant to the Seminoles’ compact with the State of Florida, Hard Rock Tampa is
the only facility in the state offering banked card games and slot
machine gaming north of Broward County. Even Seminole
Classic Casino, a much smaller facility located in south Florida
near several non-tribal competitors, took in $163 million for that
period. In contrast, the Isle Casino in Pompano Park collected
$155 million in cardroom and slot revenue during that year, the

highest amongst the state’s non-tribal slot machine facilities.4
A portion of the Seminole Tribe’s compact with the state
expired in 2015, causing a wave of litigation and political consternation. Although the 2010 agreement included a 20-year
exclusivity agreement regarding slot machine gaming outside
of Miami-Dade and Broward counties, it only provided a fiveyear period for the exclusive play of banked card games throughout the state.5 When the latter period expired without a new
agreement, the tribe filed suit in federal court alleging that the
state was not negotiating a renewed provision in good faith.6 The
tribe also alleged that the state violated the exclusivity envisioned under the Compact by allowing non-tribal pari-mutuel
facilities to offer “designated player games”7 (such as three-card
poker and pai gow poker) that operated as banked games.8 In late
2016, a federal judge ruled that the state violated the Seminoles’
banked card game exclusivity and that the tribe may continue to
conduct its banked games through the totality of the compact’s
20-year term.9 Although the state filed an appeal of this decision,
it eventually reached a settlement that will allow the tribe to offer
banked card games exclusively in the state until 2030.10
The Seminole Tribe has also negotiated with the state in
hopes of offering expanded gaming options (specifically craps
and roulette) at its facilities. In 2015, the tribe agreed to an
amended compact with Florida’s Governor Rick Scott that would
have allowed the tribe to add these table games in exchange for
$3 billion in contributions to the state.11 This agreement would
have permitted pari-mutuel facilities in Palm Beach County to
Continued on next page
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Artist rendering of Seminole Hard Rock Hollywood’s $1.5 billion expansion,
which will include a guitar shaped hotel, a 10-acre pool, 7,000-seat theater,
and several other amenities. This expansion is expected to be completed
in 2019.

Continued from previous page

add slot machines and allowed non-tribal facilities in Miami-Dade
and Broward Counties to offer limited banked card games. However, this agreement did not receive the requisite approval from
the Florida Legislature, as issues such as daily fantasy sports and
allowing slot machines in additional counties added only more
controversy to an already hotly-debated issue.12
Despite this setback, the Seminole Tribe has made clear that
it is seeking to expand its gaming business and reach going forward. In late 2017, after reaching the settlement on the banked
card game issue, the tribe announced plans to construct a guitarshaped hotel at its Hard Rock Hollywood facility.13 This new hotel
will be part of a $1.5 billion expansion of that facility, which will
include a 10-acre pool, 7,000-seat theater, and several other amenities. This expansion is expected to be completed in 2019.

THE POARCH BAND OF CREEK INDIANS

The Poarch Band is based in Alabama but has land in trust in both
Alabama and Florida. Although the Poarch Band does not have
a gaming compact with either state, it operates gaming facilities
in both. In Alabama, it operates three successful Class II gaming facilities under the Wind Creek trade name, which are located
in Atmore, Wetumpka and Montgomery.14 Within the State of
Florida, the Poarch Band owns and operates two non-tribal
facilities: Pensacola Greyhound Track and Poker Room and Creek
Entertainment Gretna (a quarter horse facility in rural Gadsden
County). Both of these facilities are part of Florida’s pari-mutuel
wagering industry and offer live racing, simulcasting, and nonbanked card games. In fiscal year 2015/2016, Pensacola brought
in $4,252,135 in gross cardroom receipts and Gretna collected
$2,201,032.15
Recently, the Poarch Band spearheaded a legal battle to
facilitate slot machine gaming at pari-mutuel facilities such as
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Creek Entertainment Gretna. Attorneys for
the Gretna facility argued that an amendment to Florida Statutes allowed counties
outside of Miami-Dade and Broward counties to hold a referendum regarding the operation of slot machine gaming at
pari-mutuel facilities.16 As Gadsden County
conducted and passed such a referendum,
they argued that Creek Entertainment
Gretna was entitled to a slot machine license. The State argued that applicable law
barred slot machine gaming outside of those
two south Florida counties, aside from that
authorized in the Seminole Compact.
This effort to expand slot machine gaming in Florida ultimately failed. Although the
Florida First District Court of Appeal
initially agreed that Creek Entertainment
Gretna should be granted a slot machine license17, the Court
reversed that opinion a few months later following the retirement
of one of the members of the three-judge panel during the rehearing period. In its amended opinion, the Court held that Gadsden County’s referendum was void and that state law barred slot
machine gaming at pari-mutuel facilities outside of Miami-Dade
and Broward counties.18 The Florida Supreme Court affirmed that
decision, citing to the limited powers of non-charter counties, like
Gadsden County, in Florida.19
Had the Poarch succeeded in this effort, it would have caused
enormous waves in the state. Specifically, the Seminole tribe’s
compact would have been adversely impacted by a Poarch victory.
As stated previously, the exclusivity granted to the Seminoles has
played a significant role in shaping Florida’s gaming industry. If
pari-mutuel facilities outside of Broward and Miami-Dade Counties were allowed to offer slot machine gaming, it would have put
the compact in serious jeopardy and could have led the Seminoles
to cease making nearly $300 million in annual revenue sharing
payments to the state.

THE MICCOSUKEE TRIBE OF FLORIDA

The Miccosukee Tribe is based in on its reservation west of
Miami on the edge of the Everglades in south Florida.20 It
operates the Miccosukee Resort & Gaming facility in Miami. The
Miccosukee do not have (and have not sought) a compact with the
State of Florida. Therefore, the Miccosukee only offers Class II
gaming. Specifically, the Miccosukee offer bingo, electronic bingo
games, and non-banked card games. Although the Miccosukee do
not release their annual gaming revenues, one observer has estimated that their gaming facility generates between $72 million
and $106 million.21
The Miccosukee and its members are currently involved in a
protracted battle with the Internal Revenue Service regarding the
taxation of tribal gaming revenue distributions. In 2016, a U.S.
District Judge ordered a tribal member to pay more than $200,000
in back taxes related to unclaimed and undisclosed gaming distributions.22 Although specifically involving one tribal member, this
order would likely have a similar impact on all others. The judge

Miccosukee Resort & Gaming

noted in his order that the tribal chairman testified
that he counseled members not to report this income
in their tax returns and not to “disclose they were
receiving distributions to persons outside the
tribe.”23 The individual defendant in that case, and
the tribe have appealed this decision to the Eleventh
Circuit. Oral argument was held on August 22,
2017 and the parties are awaiting an order.
In addition to the battle with the IRS, the
Miccosukee Tribe has been involved in a long battle with its former lawyers. Two of the tribe’s former attorneys accused it of “engaging in a
‘criminal scheme’ to ruin their reputations through
a series of bogus lawsuits going back to 2011.”24
Specifically, the tribe had filed state and federal
counts of malpractice, civil RICO, theft and other
causes of action against the attorneys stemming
from their prior representation of tribal mem-

bers.25 All counts filed against the attorneys were
dismissed (and several were deemed frivolous by
various courts).26 The attorneys brought suit
against the tribe for criminal practices and malicious prosecution, but the Florida Third District
Court of Appeals dismissed that suit based on
tribal sovereign immunity.27
Looking ahead, Native American tribes with
trust lands in Florida have proven to be successful
operators and formidable players in shaping the future of gaming in the Sunshine State. Over the
next few years, it is highly likely that their influence
will increase and the Florida market continues to
evolve into a mature gaming jurisdiction. ❆
Marc Dunbar is a partner with Jones Walker LLP. For more than
two decades, Mr. Dunbar has practiced law in Florida with a focus
on regulated industries and governmental law encompassing both
lobbying and litigation for casinos, lottery and gaming suppliers,
pari-mutuels, sweepstakes and charities. He is regularly asked to
appear before legislative and administrative panels to comment and
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statutes. He teaches Gambling and Pari-mutuel Law at Florida
State University College of Law, has served as an expert witness in
gaming cases and is a member of International Masters of
Gaming Law.
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CONNECTICUT:

Foxwoods Resort Casino

Tribal Gaming – or Commercial
Out-of-State Owned Casinos?
BY ROBERT GIPS & MICHAEL-COREY F. HINTON

T

he right of Tribes in Connecticut to conduct gaming
initially was affirmed, as in many other states, over fierce
state objection. In 1985, after the Chief State’s Attorney
threatened tribal leaders with criminal prosecution if
the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation (“Pequot” or “MPTN”)1
opened a bingo hall on the Tribe’s reservation, the Tribe sought a
declaratory judgment and injunctive relief in federal district court.
The resulting decision, Mashantucket Pequot Tribe v. McGuigan2,
concluded that Connecticut’s bingo laws were civil rather than
criminal in nature and enjoined the State’s threatened prosecution
of those operating bingo games on the Reservation under tribal
law. Pequot v. McGuigan was one of the initial cases brought by
tribes nationally leading up to the Supreme Court’s 1987 decision
in California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians3, which affirmed
the right of tribes to regulate bingo and arguably gambling where
a state’s laws on the matter were found to be civil and regulatory
rather than criminal and prohibitory. Cabazon in turn served as
the primary impetus for the enactment by Congress of the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act4 (“IGRA”) in 1988.
Following enactment of IGRA, MPTN approached the State
of Connecticut to attempt to negotiate a compact under IGRA to
govern Class III gaming on the Pequot reservation.5 The State
refused to negotiate, and when no compact had been completed
more than 180 days after the request to negotiate, MPTN filed
suit in federal court seeking a declaration that the State had failed
to negotiate in good faith and a declaratory judgment that IGRA
required the State to negotiate in good faith regarding Class III
gaming.6 Governor Lowell Weicker went so far as to call a special
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session of the State legislature in an attempt to abolish various
Connecticut gambling laws and to remove what he perceived to be
the basis of the MPTN’s claims, but this effort failed. In September, 1990, the Second Circuit affirmed the State’s obligation to
negotiate7 and good faith negotiations finally ensued. The parties
reached a near-complete agreement on the terms of a compact,
which was ultimately accepted and promulgated by the Secretary
of the Interior. Foxwoods Resort Casino then opened its doors to
Class III table games in February, 1992.
Las Vegas casino owner Steve Wynn began a full-court press
to persuade Connecticut to authorize him to open casinos in Hartford and Bridgeport almost immediately after Foxwoods proved
to be a successful operation despite being limited to table games.
Governor Weicker’s concern that this initiative would open the
flood-gates to casinos all over the state led him to reverse his
strenuous opposition to expansion of the scope of gaming at Foxwoods. In January 1993, MPTN and Connecticut agreed that the
State would recognize MPTN’s asserted right to operate video
facsimile games in return for payments of 25% of gross revenues
from these machines, with Pequot agreeing to make such payments for so long as no other entity was authorized by the State
to operate such machines. In 1994, the Mohegan Tribe was federally recognized and entered into a compact with Connecticut in
1994 that, like the Pequot compact, provided for the continuation
of the video facsimile game payments to the State if no
other entity was authorized by the State to conduct such gaming
or other commercial casino games.
This framework has proven remarkably durable and mutually

beneficial. Connecticut has chosen not to authorize any non-tribal casinos, and tribal gaming has
been an unprecedented success for the Tribe, the
State and for local and regional economies in the
State. Video facsimile game contributions to the
State from Foxwoods and Mohegan Sun through
2017 have totaled over $7.2 billion since Pequot
and Mohegan opened their doors. The Tribes are
among the most significant employers in the State,
employing well over 10,000 people with good wages
and excellent health care, and creating innumerable
spin-off jobs and employment in small and large
businesses within Connecticut. Equally importantly, like all tribal government gaming operations
elsewhere around the country, Foxwoods and
Mohegan are and always will be locally owned and
controlled, with revenues and profits recirculating
within and supporting the local and regional
economies rather than being exported as dividends
to out-of-state corporations and shareholders.
The success of tribal gaming in Connecticut
reinforced long-standing efforts to legalize gaming
in neighboring states, and was a primary impetus
for next-door neighbor Massachusetts to authorize casinos in November, 2011.8 In 2014, MGM
Resorts International became the first commercial
operator to receive a license to conduct gaming in
Massachusetts and was authorized to construct a
$950 million casino in Springfield.9 One of the
primary markets for MGM’s intended casino is
northern Connecticut and in particular, the Hartford metropolitan market, with MGM’s Springfield site located about a half hour away, right up
Interstate 91, from downtown Hartford.
The prospect of the loss of Connecticut revenues and jobs to MGM’s Massachusetts casino
led the Connecticut legislature in 2015 to begin
the process of authorizing a new casino that
would ultimately end up being sited in East
Windsor, just outside Hartford. The new facility
is to be licensed and regulated under state law, and
owned and operated through MMCT Venture,
LLC, a joint venture of the Pequot and Mohegan
Tribes.10 MGM lobbied heavily against the initial
law that permitted MMCT to conduct an RFP for
the ultimate casino site and unsuccessfully challenged this legislation in federal court.11 MGM
reportedly spent over $5 million in lobbying fees
and TV and radio ads in 2016 and 2017 to defeat
the subsequent, proposed legislation to authorize
MMCT to operate a casino.12 Notwithstanding
this barrage, the authorizing legislation passed
with broad bi-partisan support and was signed
into law by Governor Malloy on June 27, 2017.13

As part of the planning process for the new
MMCT Ventures casino in East Windsor, the
Tribes and the State sought to clarify that the
authorization of a new state-regulated casino on
non-reservation land operated by a business
jointly and exclusively owned by the Tribes
would not alter or interfere with the long-standing agreements whereby the Tribes obtained the
exclusive right to operate video facsimile games
and commercial casino games within Connecticut
in return for a percentage of the revenue derived
from machine play. In April 2016, and again in
April 2017, the Tribes requested technical assistance from the Department of the Interior
(“Interior” or “Department”) concerning proposed
compact amendments that would confirm this
understanding. Interior provided supportive technical assistance to the Tribes in letters in April
2016 and in May 2017.
On August 2, 2017, following the provision
of technical assistance by Interior and the final
passage of authorizing legislation by the State at
the end of June, the compact amendments were
executed by the Tribes and the State, and submitted to Interior for approval. IGRA and its implementing regulations require the Secretary of the
Interior to act on compact amendments within 45
days, either by (a) approving such amendments,
or (b) disapproving such amendments, if they (i)
violate IGRA, (ii) violate any other provision of
federal law that does not relate to jurisdiction over
gaming on Indian lands, or (iii) violate the trust
obligations of the United States to Indians.14
Under IGRA and its implementing regulations,
Interior’s failure to approve or disapprove an
amendment results in the amendment being
deemed approved by operation of law, with the
Department required to publish notice of the
‘deemed approval’ in the Federal Register within
90 days of the submission of the amendment.15
With no advance warning whatsoever, to the
shock and dismay of both Tribes and the State of
Connecticut, on September 15, 2017 Interior sent
the Tribes substantially identical letters neither
approving nor disapproving the amendments.
Instead, Interior stated it was “returning” the
amendments, because the Department considered
the amendments “premature and likely unnecessary” and because there was “insufficient information” to evaluate whether the new commercial
casino facility owned and operated by the Tribes
would breach the exclusivity provisions of the
Tribes’ compacts.

Robert Gips

Michael-Corey F. Hinton

Continued on next page
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Mohegan Sun

Because the action of “returning” the amendments is not
allowed by IGRA and its implementing regulations, and because
the Department failed to publish notice of the deemed approval
of the amendments within the statutory 90-day period, the
Tribes and the State of Connecticut were left no recourse but to
commence litigation. In November, 2017, the Tribes and the
State collectively filed suit against Interior in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia. The jointly-filed suit seeks a
declaration that the amendments were deemed approved by
operation of the law and an order to require the Secretary to
publish notice of such approval in the Federal Register.16
Interior has not explained why it did not approve the
amendments, cited a federal law or specific legal support for its
decision, nor even informed the Tribes and the State what further
information it had allegedly needed (but had not requested) to
make a determination. But articles recently appearing in the
press may provide a clue.

On February 1, 2018, Politico published an article which
alleged that the September 15, 2017 letter that “returned” the
amendments was the direct result of “numerous meetings and
phone calls” between “[Interior Secretary] Zinke and other senior department officials”, MGM lobbyists (including Trump
campaign fundraisers and former senior Interior officials), and
the company’s Republican supporters in Congress.17 The article
lists a series of contacts between Interior and advocates for
MGM, including but not limited to multiple phone calls between
Secretary Zinke, Nevada Senator Heller, and Nevada Rep.
Amodei; a meeting between Interior officials and White House
deputy chief of staff Rick Dearborn that was scheduled for
September 14, 2017, the day before the September 15th Interior
letter was transmitted; and an August 29, 2017 meeting hosted
by Secretary Zinke at which several MGM lobbyists, including
Brian Ballard, a major Trump campaign donor, were present.18
On February 2, 2018, the Connecticut Mirror published an

1 Disclosure note: author Robert Gips has been of counsel to the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation since 1983.
2 626. F. Supp. 245 (D.Ct Conn. 1986)
3 480 U.S. 202 (1987)
4 25 U.S.C. §2701 et seq.
5 Mashantucket Pequot Tribe v. State of Conn., 913 F.2d 1024, 1027 (2nd Cir. 1990).
6 Id. at 1025.
7 See Mashantucket Pequot Tribe v. State of Connecticut, 913 F.2d 1024 (2nd Cir. 1990).
8 Act of Nov. 22, 2011, ch. 194, 2011 M.A. Acts (providing for the expansion of casino gaming in the Commonwealth).
9 Philip Marcelo, WBUR News, MGM Named First Official Casino Operator, available at http://www.wbur.org/news/2014/06/13/mgm-mass-first-licensed-casino
(last visited Feb. 12, 2018).
10 Special Act No. 15-7, S.B. No. 1090, Jun. 19, 2015 (an act concerning gaming to protect Connecticut jobs and to encourage tourism in Connecticut).
11 MGM Resorts International Global Gaming Development, LLC v. Malloy, 861 F.3d 40 (2nd Cir. 2017)
12 Public Act No. 17-19, Substitute for S.B. 957, Jun. 27, 2017 (an act concerning the regulation of a casino gaming facility in Connecticut by MMCT Venture, LLC).
13 See Press Release: Gov. Malloy Signs Legislation Authorizing East Windsor Entertainment and Gaming Facility (Jun. 27, 2017), available at http://portal.ct.gov/
Office-of-the-Governor/Press-Room/Press-Releases/2017/06-2017/Gov-Malloy-Signs-Legislation-Authorizing-East-Windsor-Entertainment-and-Gaming-Facility
last visited Feb. 12, 2018);.
14 See 25 U.S.C. §2710(d)(8)(B) and (C); 25 C.F.R. §293.11 and 293 C.F.R. §14.
15 25 U.S.C. §2710(d)(8)(C); 25 C.F.R. §293.12
16 State of Connecticut et al. v. Zinke, Case No. 1:17-cv-02564-RC, filed Nov. 29, 2017 (D.D.C.)
17 Nick Juliano, Politico, “Zinke’s agency held up Indians’ casino after MGM lobbying” (Feb. 1, 2018) available at https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/01/
zinkes-indian-casino-interior-312671 (last visited Feb. 13, 2018).
18 Id.
19 Mark Pazniokas, The Connecticut Mirror (Feb. 2, 2018) available at https://ctmirror.org/2018/02/02/mgm-spends-3-8m-lobbying-in-hartford-but-wins-inwashington/ (last visited Feb. 13, 2018).
20 Nick Juliano, POLITICO, “Lawmakers want casino probe from Interior Watchdog” (Feb. 12, 2018), available at https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/12/
interior-department-watchdog-casino-339166 (last visited Feb. 13, 2018).
21 Id.
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